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While the four men were intent upon the game of cards, Arietta knelt beside Wild and severed
his bonds. No one saw what was going on, for the guard was now fast asleep.
"Hand me that ri1le!" whispered the boy.
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Young Wild West and the Blazed Trail;
OR,

ARIETTA AS A SCOUT.
BY

A~

CHAPTER I.
THE C.tMP ON THE BANK OF

Tll~

LITTLE COLORADO.

OLD SCOUrr.
more daring adventures and hairbreadth escapes than hai>
been the lot of many a man of the West three times his
age.

On the banks of the river known as the Little Colorado,
Of the average height and weight, built after the fashion
in the northern part of the territory of .Arizona, a party of of a trained athlete, with muscles like iron and the agility
eight were just going into camp.
of a cat, Young Wild West could cope with any foe that
The sun was :>inking low in the west, and as the clay had came along, and his quickness, great skill and coolness albeen a hot one, the travelers seemed to be much relieved ways made him come out the winner.
when they got in the shade of the trees that lined the bank
.As we find him on the banks of the Little Colorado on
of the stream at that point.
this particular evening he was attired in a fancy hunting.At · the time of which we write this particular portion suit of buckskin, blue silk shirt, light-hued sombrero and
was in a very wild and unsettled state.
riding-boots. A belt was about the supple waist of the boy,
While gold and silver mining were carried on to quite an and in this could be seen a brace of revolvers and a keenextent in variou parts of the territory, there were parts edged hunting-knife, while over his shoulder hung a Wino£ it where the foot of the white man had never trod.
chester repeating rifle of the latest model of the clay .
.And the trails that led over the arid plains and pieHis handsome face, dark brown eyes and wealth of chestturesque mountains were dangerous to travel, too, since nut hair that hung over his shoulders gave him every aplawless bands of white men and treacherous Indians were pearance of being all we have described him to be, and as be
apt to be met with along them at almost any time.
removed the saddle and bridle from the splendid sorrel
'l'he party of travelers we have just mentioned was a stallion he had just dismounted from, there was ease and
well-equipped one, as might have been seen as the two pack- grace in his every movement.
horses were being unloa.ded of the camping outfit and nee- · C~eyenne Charlie was the man of the party. He was a
essaries for a jaunt through such a wild and dangerous trifle over six feet tall, straight as an arrow, and as he was
country.
an ex-government scout and Indian fighter, he had surelv
But when we say that there were three females in it the been through the "mill," to use the expression.
He was attired in a style similar to Young Wild West.
reader will understand that the equipments should consist
of more than a party of male travelers would be apt to and his long black hair and mu11tache gave him what mig_ht
have.
be called a distinguished look.
Two girls of seventeen or eighteen, a lady of perhaps
Jim Dart was the other boy. He was about the same age
twenty-five, two young fellows of twenty, a man of thirty as our hero, was well built and verv active lookin & and
and two Chinamen. That constituted the party.
having been born and reared on the border, was uo:ed, to
The leader was no other than Young Wild West, the sorts of dangers.
These three ll'ere partners-not only in i!Old mining, but
dashing :vonn§! Prince of the Saddle and acknowledged
Champion Deaflshot of the West, a boy who has figured in in evcr~r-clay life, for they were almost inseparable compan0

all
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ions and liked one another as well as three brothers might I But our friends were used to seeing all sorts of beautiful
have done.
spots throughout the great wilderness of the West, so they
'rbough Cheyenne Charlie was ten years older than either looked more for the comfort the place would afford than
of the boys, he always looked to Young Wild \Vest for ad- they did to its beauty.
vice upon all things. Some are born to be leaders, and
"I guess this is about as good a place as we can find,"
Young Wild West •rns certainly one of them.
Young Wild West had remarked as he called a halt. "There
The young ladies with them-or girls, as they always is everything here that we want, and that group of rocks
called them-were Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, there would afford an excellent shelter in case we are at .Arietta Murdock, the pretty golden-haired sweetheart of tacked before morning."
Young Wild West, and Eloise Gardner, a rather delicate
"Right you are, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie retorted, so
brunette, who some day hoped to become the better half of then they dismounted.
Jim Dart.
The two Chinamen had thrown off all signs of laziness
The t\vo Chinamen we have mentioned were the servants no\\", and they unloaded the two pack-horses in no time
our friends had brought with them .
and then began putting up two tents in the places Wild
They were brothers and bore the names of Wing Wah and selected for them.
Hop Wah, respectively.
As soon as the horses had been :fixed so they could help
Both had proved themselves of more than ordinary use themselves to the bountiful feast nature had provided for
to the party many times.
them, Wild and his two partner· sta rted in to help get the
However, it might be hinted right here that Hop Wah camp in shape.
m1s a :fellow who needed watching sometimes.
When they all got at it the task was completed in a very
He wa a confirmed gambler, antl once in awhile he would short time.
take a notion to steal something that was of no use to him
The girls in their neat hunting-skirts of buckskin and
and then lie out of it, even i.E it was found in his posses- bright-colored waists looked charming enough as they flitted
sion.
about in the preparations for supper.
There was a 11·hole lot that was comical about the two
Jim Dart soon started a fire for them and then Wing
brothers from the Flowery Kingdom, anc1 this added to Wah, who was the ook, really started in.
their interest to the party.
But the girls liked to help Wing with his duties someYoung Wild \Yest and his friends had left the ranch in times, and he wa always pleased when "they did.
the southern part of the territor.Y they had been making
They had a good supply or venison that had been salted
their headquarters at for a trip to the North.
and smoked on lhe way, and aLo a couple of haunch es from
They had two reasons in making the trip. One was to a deer that had been shot at claylicrht that morning by Cheyhunt for adventure and the other was to look for gold.
enne Charlie, which was just fit to eat now.
A they were well used to the saddle and had excellent
While the Chinaman was preparing the meat for broiling
horses, they had covered a good many miles during the Anna busied herself with making some corn-cakes which
last five days.
she intended to bake in the frying-pans they had, turning
They had found plenty of game as they came along and them over occasionally to prevent their burning.
enjoyed the sport of shooting it.
Anna was an adept at making corn-cakes and her husBut Arizona is not overrun with game in some parts of it. band's mouth began to water when he saw what she was
In some places vegetation scarcely exists, much less game. up to.
Deserts of alkali dust are numerous, and upon them
"Don't forgit to make plenty, Anna," he said. "I'm
nothing will grow but a burning thirst and a desire for mighty hungry somehow."
something green and growing from the weary pilgrim who
"As if you were ever anything else when mealtime came
crosses them.
around," laughed his wife. "Well, I will make enough, I
But on the banks of the big rivers of the territory every- assure you ."
thing flouri shed.
Some potatoes were already on the coals undergoing a
The gras was of the best for food for cattle and horses, roasting, so when the corn-cakes were ready to go on the
and the Femi-tropical trees, shrubs and wild flowers were fire all was needed was the coffee to be put on and the
in abundance.
venison steaks to be broiled.
A more pleasant spot to camp could hardly have been
But this part was quite ea y, and with all giving a hand
found on tli e face of this green earth than that selected by over the big fiTe when it had burned dom1 so there was a
Young Wil<l West and his friends .
big space of glowing coals, it was ea y to get supper ready.
Cool and inviting, with the fragrance of the wild flowers
While the water they got from the river was not of the
filling the air and the murmur of the waters of the Little clearest, it was as good as they could expect to find in that
Colorado to make music for those who cared to listen as it region, so they simply made the best of it.
fl.owed along to the northwest, only to empty into the big
Wlien the coffee was made of it the difference could not
r;tream it had taken its name from, the spot was what might be tolcl, anyhow.
be call ed entrancing by some.
Their supper was eaten with more than ordinary relish
0
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that night, and when it was over and Cheyenne Charlie had
lighted his pipe, he turned to his two young partners and
said:
"Boys, I never enjoyed a better meal than that was in
~y whole life."
"Well, if we always get as good we will have no cause to
complain," answered Wild.
"We don't always have the chance, though," spoke up
Jim Dart.
"Oh, _no! I mean when we do get the chance, of course.
Quite often we have had !o go without anything for a
supper . .But that has always been when danger was afloat.
J list now everything seems to be as smooth as a pine board.
It's funny! But I soon get tired of it when things run
along too smoothly. There is nothing like a little excitement now and then."
"We ain't found much since we left ther ranch, but we'll
have plenty of it afore we git much further, I reckon,"
observed the scout. "Hello! Here comes somebody!"
He arose to his feet as he sroke, and, following his gaze,
Wild and the rest saw half a dozen rough-looking men riding along the river bank toward them.
They came from the north, too, showing that they Iiad
been where our party of friends was heading for.
Mounted on rusty-looking ponies and being dirty and
ragged themselves, the men did not look very prepossesaini.
'1.'hey did not halt until they got right to the camp, and
then in a free-and-easy way the man, who acted as though
he was their leader, observed:
"Are we too late fur supper?"
Young Wild West had been looking them over quickly
with his practiced eye, and he had come to the conclusion
that they were a bad lot.
As they had cooking utensils with them and the carcaiiR
of a' buck was thrown over one of the ponies behind the
rider, he thought they were capable of getting their own
supper.
"Yes, you are too late for supper," he answered. "Our
fire has about gone out, and we don't care aboul starting it
up again just now."
"Well, s'pose we start it up? I reckon you've got better
grub than what we have. We like a good meal once in
awhile as :well as you do."
He looked at the girls as he said this and grinned as
though he had said a very smart thing.
"Why can't them young ladies cook supper fur us?"
spoke up one of the others, as he got off hi s horse. "I
reckon no gal is too good ter cook grub fur a tired man."
"See here, my friend," said Young Wild West, calmly,
"you take my advice ahd cook your own grub. There are
plenty of places along the river as good as this, and you had
better go ·and find one before it gets dark."
"I reckon this place right here is good enough fur us,''
exclaimed the spokesman of the party. "We're goin' ter
take possession here, an' if you fellers. don't like it you kin
git out!"
"We are. not in the habit or doing things that way."
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"I reckon not !" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "It will
take a bigger gang of measly coyotes t11an you are to make
us git away from here!"
"It will, hey?" and the man drew a revolver from his
belt.
Then something happened!

CHAPTER II.
THE BLAZED TRAIL.

There were just six in the gang that had stoppe\i at the
camp of Young Wild West, and it is safe to say that never
were there six more surprised mortals than they were when
the leader drew a r:.evolver and acted threateningly.
He had barely got the shooter from the holster when
there was a sharp report and it dropped from his hand.
Young Wild West stood before him, a smile on his face
an cl a smoking rf{vol ver in his hand.
The bullet had simply grazed the elbow of the rascal, but
it had acted like an electric shock on him, and for the
space of thirty seconds he was paralyzed.
It had happened so quick that hi s five companions did
not know exactly how it was done.
"You have just got thirty seconds to get out of my
sight,'' said Young Wild West, coolly. "If I am able to
see any of you at the end of that time I will shoot to kill !
Now, be off with you!"
"What's ther matter, young feller?" spoke up the man
who had suggested that the girls would do the cooking for
them, as he recovered from his astonishment. "We don't
mean--"
Crack!
Again Young Wild West's revolver spoke, and with a
howl of pain the man clapped his hand to the side of his
head.
This time the boy had grazed an ear, and he smiled a~
though it was all simply play.
Two of the others turned their horses and made from
the spot at a gallop.
The fellow who had been stung last got into the saddle
as quick as he had ever done before in his life, and then
they all followed like so many frightened curs.
They got around a bluff in a hurry, and then the revolver
still in his hand, our hero walked in the direction they had
di sa pp eared.
Be heard the hoofbeats cease at that very moment, and
then he knew the villains had come to a halt.
As fearlessly as though he was going to meet some
friend s, he walked around the bend and found the six horsemen at a standstm looking toward him.
' "What is the matter?" he asked, coolly. "Are you looking for fight? If you are, why don't you start in? I'll b&t
ther'e isn't a man among you who dares to pull a shooter !"
There was a deathly silence for a moment.
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Not one of them made a moYe to draw a weapon.
It was quite evid ent that they had not expected to be followed, so again they had received a surpri se.
"You can't take a joke, it seems, " i.hc leader finally said.
"Oh, yes I can! I like a joke now aml then. You don' t
mean to say, thougJ1, that you were joking when you said
you were going to stop in om camp?"
"Yes, I onl y saicl it fo r fun."
"Oh!"
"We wouldn't clo a:nything ag'in you folks."
"You wouldn't, ch ?''
"No. iVc'rc hone,.;t men, we are."
"Yom appearance deceives you, then.''
"We can't help how we look. We've had a rough time
of it fur ther last month or two. "
"Where do you hail from , anyhow ?" asked Young Wild
West.
"From a pl ace that no one kn ows about 'cept them that
lives there,' ' was th e repl y.
"Ah ! I s it a very bi g place?"
"Quite a Yill::tge, I reckon. "
"Well , T woul d ad\i se you to go ba ck there and stay
there."
1
' We'r e goin ' to th er neare;;;t town ter buy some things
we can't git th ere.')
"011, well, go on, the11. But· be carcfol that you clon't
interfere with us again. Tf you clo .1·011 will never get ba ck
to the village you spoke of.' '
"We arc goin' right on abo11t onr brn; in csR, but we've got
ter ride pa:-t your camp. "
"That is all r ight. We will all ow yon to do that."
\Vild now stepped back until he wa;,; around the bend ont
of their sight and then hurri ed back to th e camp.
He had scarcely got ther e wh en th e six horsemen appeared.
They were very meek now and, two abrea. t, they rode
past the camp and foll owed th e bank o{ the. river.
As they got past the lead er call ed out, as he brought his
horse to a halt:
"Say ! who are you, young feller?"
"Young Wild West is my name," th e boy replied.
"All right. My name is Sandy Ike. J·est remember it,
won't yer ?"
With that he rode off in a hurry, dodging as though he
expected a shot to be fir ed at him.
But Young Wild West simply laughed.
l'He thinks he impressed us by t elling who he was," he
observed . "Well, I think those fe1lows are about as cowardly a lot of vill ains as I ham cen in some time. They
intended to have things all their own way, and there is no
· telling how far they 1rnulcl. have gone if they had been allowed to go ahead.''
"They're a bad lot," repli ed Cheyenne Charlie. "Th ey
ain't ther sort as would do a feller much harm when he was
1ookin' at 'em, but would do it behind his back quick
enough."

"That's right, Charlie," nodded Jim Dart; "you have
got that cl own all right."
"Thej' were a very evil-looking lot, I must sa.y ," spoke up
Rloi sc.
"They soon found out that they couldn't do as they liked
here, anyway,'' said Arietta, tossing her gold en locks and
lookin g proudly at her young lover. "Wild tanght them
som ething that th ey won't be apt to forget veT}' soon, I will
wage r!"
" Well, if it wam·t for Wild.H cool way of doing thing~
wr would neYer dare to travel aro1md th country like wr
do,' ' obHe rrecl Anna. "There·,; C'harli r ! Tle knows how
to fi ght, and he does .fight. wh cn0\·r r it i;.: n ecessary; but JH,
hasn't got the coolnc8R he ought to haYr . Why. I believe
if he hacl had hi R way when i'hnl frllow drew hi R revolver
li e would ha ve shot him cl eacl."
" Ancl th0n the r e;:::t of th em woultl ha ve fir cl." r emarked
Ari etta. '·There would have b0cn :1 li vely tim r then. "
" Yes, hut Wild simply look all the fight out of them
when he Rhot th e revolver out of th e man ':; hand. They
were so astoni heel at the "hot that they clirl not know what
to clo."
"Well, never mind ," Raicl \Yild , wi th n laugh. " I have
an ca>ly way of doing bu Rin e"" with f-t ll r·h fel lowH as th e ·
arc, and 1 find it is the best way, too."
" 'I'hcrc ain't a man or boy Ji yin' what kin jerk out 11
r evolver an ' fire it as qui ck as yo11 kin, Wild,'' cl eclare<l
Ch eyenne harlie. ''I've 8een you clo it about a hundred
tim es, 1 reckon bnt every tim e it l"ecms wond erful to me.,.
"..-\nd he <llways make the bull.ct o·o j list wher e he want ~
it to-that'.· th e best part o:f il,' ' add ed Jim Dart.
lt wa K now quite dark, so t h y , t about arranging a
guard fo r the 11 ight.
Wild th onght iL just possible that the six villains might
come back and look for revenge, thou gh he had an idea
that they were rrally heading for a. town, as they had
stated.
But il they were, the worcl R or their leader certainl y
implied that they were going back to the place that no on e
knew about except those who liYecl there.
Our friend s believed in r ctising enrl y and ri sing at day·
break.
So about eight o' clock the girl s repaired .t o the tent they
occupied and oon niter that all b11t Jim and Hop Wal1,
who were to stand watch for th e first two hours, went in the
other tent.
Soon the camp was wrapped in silence, save the occasional tread of the guards as they made the rounds of the
place.
Nothing occurred to disturb them, and when their time
was up Jim and Hop awoke Charlie and Wing to relieve
them and turned in.
Th e two latter ones were to tand three hours this night.
and Wild was to take the last watch alone.
But i t turned out that it was not necessary to keep a
watch at all, fo r nothing happened during the night.
Shortly after dayli ght all were up and stirring.
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Jim took ·a walk around the camp and reported everyTills caused a smile all around.
thing all right, and then they proceeded to get breakfast.
Hop had a way of getting off funny remarks sometimes,
As they ·were in no particular hurry, they took their time and nothing was very strange, according to his way of
taking it. H e always knew of something similar, somehow.
about it, and thus enjoyed the meal all the more.
As our friends rode along they found that the marks on
"Well, what arc we goi n' to do, ·w ild, fo1ler ther river
for a ways?" asked the scout, as they were ready to set out. the trees continued to show here and there, so they 'were
"Yes, I think so. I haYe an idea that it would be a good now satisfied that the six men had really bfazed the trees
thing for us to hunt up the place the fellow who ca11ed so they would be able to £incl their way back.
·himself Sandy Ike spoke of. I rather think he was telling
Up hill and down dale they rode, but it was a vast wil the truth when he said he hailed from a place that no one derness that they were traversing, and when noon came they
knows about except those who live there. If the inhabitants were fortunate enough to find a place to stop at near a
are anything like him and his cr011d it must be a red-hot trickling mountain stream.
place."
There were evidences of a fire here, showing that the vil"Well, we started out with no particular destination in lains they had met must have stopped there the night bevicw-suppose we follow the trail the six men made, then?" fore.
Jim Dart suggested.
As lhey did ' not know ' what sort of country they would
'.' \'l'e kin faller it as far as it shows up," said the scout. be cprnpclled to go through before they reached the end o~
"A rain would wipe it out in no time, you know."
the blazed trail , our friends did not let their stock of meat
. "Well, come on!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "We diminish any.
are looking fo r gold and adventure. The chances are that
They had plenty of salt with them, and what game they
we may find a little of both before this trip is over. If we shot they either dried, smoked or salted.
As they had been on the go steadily si nce early morning,
don't it will be the first time we have failed to, anyway."
They all mounted, and with our hero and his pretty they took a rest of two hours after halting for their dinner
sweetheart in the lead they_ started in the direction the six and then set out again.
, villains had come from the night before.
The marks where the hatchet had clipped pieces of bark
The trail was plain enough.
from the trees were sti ll in evidence all the afternoon, and
It led along the rjver bank for perhaps a mile, and then when sunset came they had reached another spot that was
suddenly turned off almost due west.
quite suitable for camping.
However, they moved off a few yards from the trail, so
Right here oui· hero suddenly reined in his hors~ .
''I guess we won't have any tTouble in getting to the place in case anyone should happen that way they would not be
where the rascals came from," he said, pointing to the trunk , seen, since .the shrubbery was so thick that, unless they had
a fire burning, it would be impossible to locate them from
of a tree near him. "If is a blazed trail!"
"As sure as you live it i !" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, the trail.
as he looked at the tree and aw a white spot where a piece
But they meant to have their camp.fire extinguished before darkness set in, so they got a hustle on them and the
of the bark had been cut off.
"And there is another one oYer there!" spoke up Arietta, supper was soon cooked.
They had just about finished eating when they heard the
pointing to a tree about fifty feet di stant that bore the
noise made by one or more horses.
marks of a hatchet.
"Those fellows must have thought it would be hard to
Whoever it was approaching they were not in a hurry, as
find their way back," observed Jim Dart, "or they would the sound s indicated.
never have taken all this trouble."
Wild went over to a break in the shrubbery and peered
"Oh, it wasn't sich an awful lot of truuble, I reckon," toward the trail.
The next minute he saw two Indian maidens approach. retorted Charlie. "A fel ler coukl ride along with a hatchet
in his hand an' clip off a piece of bark easy enough, an' ing!
Th ey were mounted on burros and seemed to be very anx•
without stoppin', too. That's ther way it has been done;
ious
over something that had happened.
you kin sec that. They wasn t ridin' so very fast, though."
"Yes, that's the way it has been done," nodded Wild. "Jt
seems to me that they must have had some end in doing
it, too, and that makes me all the more anx-ious to follow
CHAP'I'ER III.
the blazed trail."
All hands were interested now, even to the Chinamen.
WILD IS CAPTURED.
"\Telly funny, so be," remarked "Wing. "Bad Melican
"Come here, Et!" called Young Wild West to his pretty
men no :findee way back without markee tlees. "
"Allee samee mandarin in China," spoke up his brother. sweetheart, "and see who is coming."
He spoke in a low tone, and in the same manner Arietta
"He tie long ropee to urn door, so when he go out to saloon
on corner ann gittec drunk, allee samee boiled owl, he :findee answered:
"Do I know him , Wild?"
um way back. Gleat scheme, so be!"
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'·Five hours with a goocl horse; with these, longer," and
"It is not a 'him,' but two 'hers.' No, you don't kno\V
them. l 1 hey are two Apache squaws-maidens, I should the girl answering nodded at the burros.
say."
At ihi::; juncture Arietta stepped into view, followed by
_inna and Eloise.
All hands followed Arietta to have a look.
The eyes of the two Indian maidens lighted with pleasWhen the two . Indian maidens came to the spot where
our friends had left the trail to go into camp they came to ure at the sight 0£ three 0£ their own sex, and they began
a halt and began whispering to each other and pointing at to act more at their ease.
the ground.
"Come into the camp," said Arietta. "You are welcome
"I guess we had better ease their minds a little," saicl our to swp with us to-night, if you wish. I like the looks of
hero. "I will let them know that we are here, and that both of you."
"The paleface maiden iR kind to the Apache squaws,"
they need not fear us."
He pushed his way through the bushes, ancl the next mo- retorted the one who had the mo t to say. "We will stay
in the camp with the palefaces."
ment stood before the two.
At first the squaws were going to turn and flee through , They led their burros to the cam1) ancl they were hobbled
the gathering darkness, but a word from him caused them so they cou lcl not stray too £ar, aiter which the Indiai;t girls
asked ii they could not do something to please the girls.
to remain where they were.
"Tell us something about the village you live in," sug"Don't be afraid," he said. "We are friends ."
"Where palefaces go?" asked the £oremost of the girls, gested Arietta. "It must be a peculiar sort of a place.
W1iat are your names, to begin with?"
aiter a second's silence.
" I am Yellow Flower; she Sunlight," was the reply.
"Now here in particular," Wild replied, walking up to
"Pretty names, l must say. Now tell us about your
them. "Where are you going?"
"To look for the bad pale£aces who cut the trees," was village."
the quick reply.
Yellow Flower shook her head.
"\Yell, you won't catch them, so you may as well wait
"The lost village 0£ the Apaches is not for the palefaces
till they come back."
to know about," she answered.
"'l'hey come back?" questioned the other girl, a pleased
"But it would do no harm to tell us, would it?" persisted
look showing on her face .
Arietta.
"Yes. We met them, and they told 11s they were coming
"The village is nice place," spoke up Sunlight. "The
back. They have cti-t the bark from the trees so they would corn gro1rs high and the flowers mell sweetly there. Twenty
be sure to know the way in case a storm came and wiped out Apache men live there and more than a hundred squaws.
the prints of their horRes' hoois."
We are gocld Indians; we don't want to fight the palefaces,
"You follow marks on trees?" asked the first who had but the palefaces must not come to the village. The six
spoken.
bad men who cut the trees so they could find the way back
"Well, we were coming this way, anyhow, I guess, so- we must die. Sunlight and Yellow Flower must kill them,
thought we might as well follo1v the blazed trail and see because the medicine man has said it."
where it led to."
She showed a knife, which was concealed under the short
"Palefaces must not go where the trail lE;ads," and then kirt she wore, and then her companion did likewise.
"So you two were 'selected to kill the six bad men, wera
both shook their heads solemnly.
"Palefaces are not allowed there, then?" said Wild, smil- you?" spoke up Eloise. "Quite a task for two girls, I
ing at them.
should say."
"No."
"Me no 'fraid of bad pale£aces," Yellow Flower assured
"But there must have been palefaces there, or they could her.
not have come away and made marks on the trees with a
"Why dicln ·t the medicine man send some 0£ the braves
hatchet as they came."
to do it? '' questioned Arietta.
"The braves are iew. They ar'e getting fewer as the
"Two, three, five-six bad pale£aces know where the lost
village 0£ the Apache is, but they have not been there. They years pass. The medicine man does not want the braves to
try to get there, but they could not get across the deep cut die, because ii they all die then there will be an end to the
in the mountain; they mark the trees and go away. That band of Apaches "·ho lei't their kindred and settled in the
mean s that they will come back and fin~ a way to get over village in the valley."
the cut, and then they will come into the valley and be -"Ther blamed old medicine man has got a great head on
him," observed Cheyenne Charlie. "He's a wise £eller,
killed by the Apache who live there."
"I ee," saicl Wild, who was now greatly interested. ain't he? He don't want to run ther risk of losin' any of
"Well, the six men you spea l~ of are very bad .fellows, and ther bucks, but ther squaws kin git killed, an' it will be all
they would like to kill us. But we won't let them do it. ther same. He's a fine _galoot, I must say!"
The girls looked at Charlie warningly, £or they saw that
We will see to it that they don't get into the lost Yi1lage, as
you call it. Come and Rtay with us to-night. I suppose his remarks caused the two squaws to keep their tongue~
1
between their teeth.
the village is a good distance from here."
1
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By dint of talking and beating around the bush, Arietta
managed to gleam from them that the band of Apaches
that occupied what they called the "Lost Village" constituted the descendants of twenty who had become taken up
vrith some religious frenzy and left the tribe some twenty
1
years before.
K early all of them were educated at the schools on the
're:;ervation, and they had allowetl English to be spoken
by all who saw fit to use it.
Many children had been born during the twenty years,
but :fights with other Indian tribes bad killed off the males
until only twenty remained now.
But a year before an avalanche had caused a gulf to
come between the outside world and the Lost Village, and
that had been the mean· of keeping the enem ies of the band
from reachin g them.
The inhabitants of the valley had found a way to get to
and from the valley, though, and it 1rns a secret tllat must
not be divulged.
When they hac1 told all this Arietta asked them why the
six white men wanted to get into the valley so badly.
"They want to get the gold that is there," replied Yellow Flower. "They--"
Then she stopped short, for a warning look from Sunlight told her she bad said too much.
Wild shook his head to his sweetheart, which meant that
she was not to question them further on the subj.ect.
If there was gold there he concluded that they would
, have to get there somehow and have a look at it.
The chances \\'ere that the peculiar set of Indians living
there had no use for gold, anyhow, and if that was the case
those who dicl have use for it might as well get the benefit
of it.
"Well, Sunlight," said our hero, turni-ng to the maiden
who appeared to be th e more reserved of the two, "we will
see to it that the six bad palefaces c1o not get to the valley.
We will go with you to the deep cha sm that divides the
valley from tho. e who would like to get there, and then
bid you gooclby."
"The handsome paleface boy is very good," she replied.
"But Yellow Flower and S unlight were sent out by the
medicine man to kill the bad \palefaces, ancl they must not
go back until they do."
"Yes!" spoke up the other, her eyes fla shing. "We must
do as the medicine man saic1, if we have to crawl into the
cabin of the palefaces and put poison in the :firewater they
drink. They must not find a way to get into the Lost
Village."
"Their cabin, you say?" asked Wild. "Have they got a
cabin?"
"Yes. For two moons they ba1'e been near the village,
and they have built themselves a ho11sc to live in. It is a
big house, and a good one, too. Th ey have dug for gold,
and they have found some. At first the maidens of the
yilJage brought them corn, bnt the medicin e man has read
it in the stars that they must have no more corn from us,
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and that they must die. They would kill all the Apaches
if they got to the village and take the- -"
She stoppetl abruptly.
"·wc will lie down if the paleface maidens will say so,"
she added a moment later. "Sunlight is tired and Yellow
Flower is ti-red."
"All ri ght," replied Arietta. "You shall sleep in the
tent with us."
After some little persuasion they were induced to do
this, and half an hour later all that were left up in the
camp were the male members of the party.
\Ying and Hop were playing some sort of Chinese game
with a pack of cards, Charlie was puffing away on his pipe
and Wild and Jim talking about the Lost Village.
But final1y they grew sleepy, so in a few minutes all
turned in but the watch.
The night passed quietly enough.
It was Wih:l's turn to go on duty as a guard two hours
before daylight, and when he was called he got up and took
a good, wash in the little brook that trickled near by, and
then he was ready for business.
He concluded to take a walk out as far as the blazed trail
and see if there were any signs 0£ the six men coming back.
He had scarcely reached the trail when he heard a slight
noise ahead of him that sounded like a footfall.
Revolver in hand, he stood stock still and listened.
The next moment three men leaped upon him from behind!
His arms were pinioned to 11is sides and a hand thrust
over his mouth at the same time.
"Sandy Ike is pa yin' his respects ter yer, Young Wild
West !" a voice whispered, hoarsely. "It's a long lane what
ain't got no turn, ain't it?"
Wild made one desperate struggle and then gave it up.
They had him foul, and there was no use in wasting his
strength .
The boy was angered at himself for allowing the villains
to catch him.
But it was such a neat trick that had been played that it
wa utterly impossible for one to escape falling in the hands
of the men.
'11 hey surely had been laying for him, as the saying goes.
And it could not have happened at a worse time, as all
those at the camp were sound asleep.
"What are yer goin' ter do with him, Ike?" asked a voice
in a whisper.
"We'll take him to ther shanty with us," was the reply.
"We might be able ter make somethin' out of him. Yer
can't tell but what hi s gang might be willin' ter give up a
pile of money ter git him back. I don't like ther boy :fur
what 11e done ter us, so we· kin keep him an' work ther
game without interferin' with our other plans."
"All r.iglit, Ike. y OU h-now best. r thought maybe yer
was a-goin' ter kill ther boy. I don't believe in killin'
anyone, unless it is awful neccssar~', I don't. Tf we kin
make anytHng bY takin' 11irn lo thcr shanty an' holdin' him
a priso1rnr there fur awhile, all right."
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When Young Wild We8t heard these remarks he felt
riuite easy.
He realized that, though they were villain , the gang he
had fallen in the clutches of were not addicted to coldblooded murder.
That mea1it that it would be only a question of a short
lime before he would get away from them.
Being captured was not a new thing to Young Wild West .
The men picked him up bodily and carried him along
the traif in the direction the two young squaws had come
from.
They stopped at the end of about fifty yards, and then
they hastened to bind and gag their prisoner.
All the time they were holding him so tightly that he
knew it would be useless fo r him to try and break loose
from them.
"Don't you think it would ·be a good idea to take his
horse, too, Cap?" spoke up one of the six villains. "'l1hey
must be ,all asleep in ther camp by this time. You know
we got in sight of it jest as ther boy was woke up by ther
other two. If we take his horse, too, they might tl{ink he
went off on his own accord."
"Thunder!" exclaimed Sandy Ike. "You've got a great
head, Sam! I"ll app' int you ter go an' git his horse. Ther
sorrel is his, 1 reckon, 'cause it is ther finest beast in ther
lot, an' he's about ther finest in ther two-legged line, 'cept
ther gals; so it are most likely that 11e an' ther horse goes
together."
"Well, I'll soon have ther sorrel, then," and off went the
man called Sam. H e was as good as his word, for in a few
minutes he came back with our hero's horse. Then Wild
was bound upon the back of Spitfire, the sorrel, and off
went the gang of villains at a rapid gait.

CHAP'l'ER IV.
ARIETTA AS A SCOUT.

Cheyenne Charlie slept a little later than usual that
morning.
H e was the first to awal~en, for all that, and when he got
up the sun was shining brightly.
The scout looked around him in a puzzled way.
H e thought it very queer that Wild had not aroused
them all befo~e this.
·
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed. "What's ther matter,
anyhow? Could Wild have gone to sleep instead of takin'
his trick at watchin'? H ey, there! Git up, everybody!
It's gi ttin' late."
Jim Dart was upon his feet in an instant.
Out of the tent he came in a hurry.
"What's the matter, Charlie·?" he asked.
"I don't know what's the matter. H ere we are over an
hour late in gittin' up."
"Where's Wild?"

"'l'hat't> what\; puzzlin' me, Jim."
.. \Vby, i::n ·t he here?" cri ed Jim, looking around tLe
camp· in surprise.
'· .No, not that I kin see."
Th e two Chinamen were aroused, and then a little later
tile girls came out of their tent, followed by the two young
:;quaws.
"What has happened?" asked Arietta, looki~g around in
surprise. "We have overslept ourselves, eh ? Why, where
is Wild ?"
"Gone to t ake a little scout around the neighborhood,
most likely:" answered Jim. " He is not to be seen anywhere."
Just then Cheyenne Charlie, who had been over where
the horses were grazing, exclaimed :
"Spitfire is gone, t oo. Wild must have took a ride for
some reason or other."
"Tliis i ver}' queer," ani:l Arietta shook her head. "Wild
is not in the habit of doing things this way. He would not
lrnYe left the ca mp of his own accord without waking somebody. H e don·t do t hings that way."
The scout shook his head.
He was a badly puzzled man just then.
Sunlight and Yellow Flower, the pache maidens, looked
on in wonder.
They did not know what all the excitement awl anxiety
meant.
When they asked about it, Arietta told them that Young
·w ild West had di sappeared in some strange manner, anJ
that his horse was· gone, too.
"He come back,'' said Sunlight. "He go look for something."
"Yes., the handsome paleface young man will come back,"
added Yellow Flower. " He no leave the beautiful maiden
with the hair of gold. She is the sunshine of his heart, and
he would never leav(_l her. Yellow Flower can t ell."
Arietta felt pleased at this remark.
But it did not allay her fears, though.
If Wild had gone off on horseback without first letting
someone in the camp know of it, he had done something
t hat was very unusual.
Charlie and Jim now made a thorough search of th~
camp.
'rhey were not long in finding that Wild's saddle wa ;;
there, but that Charlie's was mi ssing.
"That settles it!" exclaimed the f;cout. "Wild wouldn't
have took my saddle in mistake for his own; he knows better than that. It wasn't him that took ther horse from ·
here, you kin bet!"
" Who coul d it have been, then?" J im asked in surprise.
"That's for us to find out. It might be that them six
fellers we met has been follerin' us, an' that they managed
to git ther best of Wild this rnornin' an' lugged him off
somewhere. We've got t o find him, Jim!"
"That's right, Charli e. "
Jn a very few minutes they hacl th eir horses saddled and
were ready to leave.
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"\Yhich way are :\::ou go.i ng to look. for him ?" Arietta ! enough to w~ar in place of what you lend me. I will make
a pretty fa~ looking squaw, I think."
asked.
"But your hair must be black," spoke up Sunlight, ae
"We don't know," replied Jim. "We want to strike the
she
came in the tent. "I can make it black; I have the
trail ir we can. We are no'v sa tisfied that he was captured
__and taken away. His sn.ddle is here, ancl Charlie's is gone." paint of the Apaches with me. I will make the golden hair
"We must have slept pretty sound for all that to happen bla ck and the pale face the color of the skin of the Apache.
The pretty maiden will make a fine squaw when Sunlight
without any or us being a1rnkened."
"That is so. Ko doubt we did sleep sou nd. But we fixes her."
"What do you mean to do, Arietta.?" called out Jim
thought Wild was awake, you know."
from
the outside.
"Of course," answered the girl. "Anyone can feel sa£e
"I
am
go.ing to be a scout," was the reply. "Something
when they know Wild is on the watch." ·
tells
me
that
I am the one to save Wild."
Cheyenne Charli e was now scratching his head in a
"Y-ou
are
not
going to ri k going out to look for him, are
thoughtfu l way.
you?"
"I don't know as it will hardly do !or both of us to go
away to once, Jim,'' he said. "S'pose that gang is some- , "Why not? Just wait till you see me in disguise."
Jim said no more.
wheres near by? rrhey might come here ap' make things
He knew the girl had a mind or her own, and. the only
hum,"
one
she would li sten to was Wild.
"'l'hat's so," retorted the boy. "One of us better stay
But
he also knew that she posses ed plenty of grit and
here, then."
knew ho"· to defend herself in case she got into trouble.
" \Yhich one of us will it be, Jim?"
In about twenty minutes Arietta and the two squaws
"I uppo. ·e you hacl better go and look for \Yild, Charlie.
came olit of the tent.
I know you feel as though you ought to."
The change in Arietta .was a wonderful one!
"It's jest as you say. If you feel that you oughter go,
Sunlight, assisted by Yellow F lower, had surely made
why go ahead. I"ll stay with ther girl s."
her look like a real Apache girl.
"All right, then,'' · aml the scout started off, while Jim
dismounted ancl put his horse away.
,
And Yellow F lower, since she wore some of ,Arietta's
, garments, looked to be far more civilized than she had beTh e t wo squaws were ra th er uneasy wlien th ey h ear d tl1a t· 1 f
· · t th t t
.
. .
b
Lh
ore gomg m o e en .
it wa s quite likely that the six v1llams had een to ~ e camp
Anna and Eloise looked at the girl in admiration.
while they were sleeping.
"They come back and find the way to the Lost Village
"1\fy !"exclaimed the former. "You certainly beat anything I ever saw, Et."
before we kill them," said Sunlight.
"The tongue of Yellow F lower is·not crooked when she
"Oh, not so bad as that_, I guess,'' wa s the reply. "Come
says that," replied her companion.
on, Sunli ght. We are going to look for my lover."
4
Arietta \ms doing some hanl thinking just about now,
"If you really mean to go," spoke up Jim, "you had
. h better eat something before you start."
an d wh en she bear d t b e remar lrn of the squaws slie bn g t./
"I suppose. that would be the right thing to do, but I
ened up.
have no appetite."
"Sunlight," she said, looking at the one she considered
"Suppose you wait awhile? Charlie might ·find Wild,
to be the more intelligent of the two, " will you go with you know."
me and help me find the handsome boy with the long hair?
This stru ck Arietta as being a wise proposition.
We may find the bad men you are alter at the same time,
"I guess I will give Charlie a chance t o take a look
.for I think they have got him."
around,'' she said.
Sunlight hesitated.
The two Chinamen were busy preparing breakfast, and
"Yellow Flower go, to6," she said.
they soon called out that it. was ready.
"No. Yellow Flower can stay here. I will wear the
But they and t11e two Indian maidens werE the only ones
clothing of Yellow Flower and make out that I am an who were hungry.
, Apache. I will go out .as a scou t to find Young Wild
The rest were too worri ed over the strange disappearance
\Yest."
or Young Wild West to eat much.
The squaws )lacl a short conver sation in their own tongue.
But th ey all knew that they must take food ir they
Then Yellow F lower call ed. Arietta into the tent and wi.shed to keep up their strength, so they did the best they
began taking off her garments.
could with the breakfast.
A couple of hours flitted by:
"I will stay here while the paleface maiden goes to look
Charlie had not got back yet.
for her lover," she sa icl. "Sunlight and Yellow F lower
"I
am not going to wait any longer !" declared Arietta.
must not go back to the village until the six bad palefaces
are dead . The medicine man has said so, and they will "I am going out to fin cl Wild_!"
Th ere was no .use in trying to persuade her, so Jim
not go."
"A11 ri.ght," answered Arirtta . "I will let you have simply nodded all right.
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The two burros were led out and made ready for rp.ounting.
'l'hcn Arietta and Sunlight got upon their backs and
startccl off.
As soon as they reached the trail t hey found the fresh
tracks of horses going the way they had been following the
blazed trail, and as the prints of hoofs were made by more
"than one steed, they knew that Cheyenne Charlie was not
the only one who had gone that way.
"Horses of bad palefaces go this way," said Sunlight.
''Yes," answered .Arietta.
"They go back to cabin not far from chasm."
"Probably."
"And if they have the handsome boy with the long hair
they take him there, too."
"Yes, that is so, unless they have hilled him," and the
girl felt 11. pang shoot through her heart.
The Indian maiden said nothing to this.
For the next ten minutes they rode along in silence, and
if anyone could have met them they surely would both have
been taken for squaws.
The long-eared little beasts they were riding were capa.ble of carrying good loads, but "it was impossible to m::ike
them go fast.
This made it very tiresome tq 4rietta.
But as long as she saw the trail ahead of her she resolved
to stick it out.
There was really no need of the t rees being blazed to
show the way now, but they were, just the same, and the
girl noticed it continually as they rode along.
For three.hours they rode along without meeting a human being.
And the prints on the ground showed that the horsemen
had continued along the trail.
They took a short rest and then proceede..Q. on the way
again.
It wa s near the middle of the afternoon when Sunlight
suddenly turned to her disguised companion and exclaimed :
"ln bro more minutes we no go any further."
"I that so?" asked Arietta, in surprise. ".Are we so
near the end of the blazed trail as that?"
"Yes, ire soon have to stop."
The squaw was right, for the next minute they came t o
a deep chasm that was about twenty feet in width.
On the opposite side were plenty of trees that might be
felled so they would fall across and form a briJge, but on
the side where they were it so happened that there were
none near enough to be made to answer for that purpose.
Arietta dismounted from the bun~o she was so tired of
riding, and Sunlight followed her example.
The squaw stopped the girl as she walked close to the
edge of the chasm.
"Don't! The paleface maiden might fall down there.
There is no bottom," she exclaimed. '
"How do you get to the other side, then?" asked Arietta.

"Come, let us go and look for the handsome paleface boy
with the long hair," was the evasive reply.
".All right."
.
E was all solid rock wher~ the .trail ended so abruptly,
and consequently they could not see the tracks of the
horses they had been following.
\
But Sunlight knew where to go, however.
She led her burro along a sort of ledge and Arietta followed.
A hundred yards over a winding course upon solid rock
and they started lip a hill that was covered with a dense
growth of trees and brush.
"Up there is the cabin where the six bad paleface men
stay !"

CHAPrr:IDR V.
WILD IS HELD FOR RANSOM.

Young Wild West had heard the villainous leader of the
gang say that they were going to take him to their shanty,
and, according to what one of the squaws had said in the
camp, it must be five hours' ride from their present position.
That meant a tedious time for him, for it was hardly
probable that his friends would awaken' in time t o overtake
the men before they reached their destination.
Wild was tied to the back of his own horse so securely
that there was not the least possible show for him to get.
off, but he did not mind. this half as much as he clid the
piece of cloth tlrnt had been tied across his mouth t o· prevent him from crying out.
When they had covered about five miles at a swift gallop Sandy Ike fell back by the side of the captive, and. ~
reaching over the gag, exclaimed :
"I reckon I'll take this thing out of your mouth, as I
want to talk to yer a bit, Young Wild We;;t."
The boy was greatly revived when this was done, and
as soon as he had the use of his tongue he remarked :
"Well, Sanely Ike, you no doubt think you have done a
very smart thing, but you real ly have made the biggest
mistake of your life."
"Oh, I don't know about that," was t he r etort. "But
you seem to take things putty cool, fur a feller in sich a
tight place as you are. How much money have yer got in
your clothes?"
"Not much."
'I'his was a fact, as Wild had placed nearly all his money
in a little poeket insid e his saddle-bags.
But it was not his own saddle he was sitting upon !
He had become aware of that almost the inst ant he was
placed upon Spitfire's back.
Just then he had less than twenty dollars in his pockets.
"Well, how much-about?" insisted the villain.
"Something like eighteen or twenty dollars."
"Are you sure that is all ?''
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"Tliere would be no nc d of me t elling- what wasn' t so· "But we intencled to be gone longer than this, yer know,
'
t
you will find out if you want to, anyhow."
an' it might have been there'd be rain afore we got back."
<'Well, I reckon wc"d better know right away, then . Stop
"I sec.'
a minu tc, boys !"
"\Ye wouldn't hare been back in a couple of weeks,
mebbc,
if we hadn·t run across your gang." ·
The villains came to a halt as ,·oon as they could check
"Is
that
so?" asked om hero, coolly. ,
the sorrel stallion.
"Y cs, that's so. We changed om min cl after we met
Then Sandy Ike went through our hero"::; pockets and
you, an' finclin' out that you'd took our trail, we thought.
found the money.
,
"You ain"t Tory well fixed, I sec," he obsencd, a trifle we'd come back, too."
"You thought you might imke .something out of us, eh?"
Llisappointedly. " I suppose your friends has got cons idera"That's it!"
ble money an' jewelry 1rith 'cm, though?" lie questioned.
"Then you are outlaws, I suppose?"
"1\1aybe they baYc," our hero retorted.
"Never
mind about that. But I reckon we ain't too
He knew what the man was cb:i ving at, for he had overgood
to
do
almost anything, if we take a notion."
heard his remark when he , aid he was going to hold him a
"Well,
it
i a very lucky thing for you ·that you caught
captiYe and try and make his friends pay for his release.
me
as
you
did,
for if I had seen you in time some of yon
"Well, how much clo yer s'pose they could raise?" went
'rould
have
gone
under !"
on Sandy Ike.
''We knows that, all right. Wc seen enough of yer when
"I don't know," ll'as the retol't.
ire
met yer thcr night afore last to know that. You arc
"Could they raise a thousand between 'em?"
sa
rtinly
a sooner, you are!"
"I think the}' could do that easy enough ii they had to."
·
w
ild
smiled.
"Good . That would do, if we couldn't git any more."
They appeared to be harmless in one way, and yet they
"So you arc going to make my friends pay a thousand
cvidentJy
meant to hold him until they got paid for his
dollars before you will let me go free, then?"
relief.
"That's j est \rhat "·c'rc goin' tor clo."
"The almighty dollar is what they are after," he thought .
\\'illl remained silent to make them think he was stm1y"But they hare rigged up a mighty poor plan to get any
ing orcr it.
more than they took from me, I'll venture to say!"
But in reality he was laughing softl.)' to himself.
When 'the horses were rested sufficiently they proceeded
He kne1Y what the re ' ult would be ii one of them went
on their way, and a little over half an hour later they cam~
to Charlie and the rest with such a proposition as that.
to the end of the blazed trail.
It would result in his speedy release, and no money paid
When om hero saw the yawning cha m before them he
out, either.
was much interested.
He determined to help them along on this line.
"The rascals' shanty mus be somewh ere close by," he
"If you sent a man to my friends they might pay over
thought. "I wonder how th Apaches manage to get over
the money for my relea c," 11e said.
that chasm and keep the way a secret, anyhow? I will have
"Yer think they would, hey?"
to try and find out somehow."
·
"Well, they wouldn"t want me to be kept imprisoned
Those of the horses that were shod made considerabJ.J
somewhere. They would be anxious for me to get with
noise on the level stretch of rock, and when they turned to
them, so they could go ahead for the place we are heading
the left the clicking reminded Wild of riding along in the
for."
streets of a large city.
"Where arc yer headin' fur?"
The boy wa keeping his eyes open, howernr, an l when
"The Grand Canyon," answered Wild, saying the first
they finally reached the encl of a narrow ledge and turned
.thing that came in his head.
up a hill he had the place marked well in his mind.
This seemed to satisfy the villain, and he pushed ahead
The bushes i·cre so thick .that the horses had to force
again and had no more to say for th e next hour .
their way through them, and this was kept up until the
Pretty soon it began to grow daylight, and then Wild got
top was reached.
to thinking that in a little while his friends would mis:s
Then, right in the center ·of a little clearing, our hero
him.
saw a fairly well made log house.
It was not until they hacl covered a good fifteen miles
"Is that your shanty?" he asked one of the men.
before the gano- halted to give their horses a blow again .
"Yes," was the reply. "It is a putty good shanty fur us
The ) un was ri ing now, and as Wild looked about him ter make, I s'pose yer think?"
he saw that they were still following' the blazed trail.
"Yes, I was thinking that."
"You fellows must have thought you would not be able
"Well, there ain't nothin' strange about it, since fo1,r oI
to find your way back, or you wouldn't have taken so much us always w6rked at ther carpenter trade till we drift~d out
trol1ble as to chip the bark from the trees here and there to ther golcl diggin's."
on the way," he remarked, looking at Sand,v Ike.
"That accounts for it, then."
"That's what's ther matter !" was the quick response .
"Yes, we hacl some of om tools with us, an' it's mighty
<....>
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A haH decent meal was prepared and Wild was allowed
easy ter make a log hout>e, yer know, if you've got good
to have one of his hands free while he ate and drank a cup
axes an' sich."
"I suppose it is, providing you know how to go at it." of coffee.
Then he was bound again, and the men began talking
"Well, we knowed how."
The house showed plainly that they did know how, and about sending to get the money they demanded for his
when they rode around to the rear and dismounted Wild release.
"'11 her chances is that ther friends of ther boy will foller
saw that they had a good-sized stable there, too.
To the right of this, running almost to the chasm, which ther trail right along, since they'll find out easy that we've
could be seen from where he sat in the saddle, was a piece come along this way. Now, one of you fellers must ride
of ground that showed signs of having been worked by the back to meet 'em an' tell 'em what's up."
His followers remained perfectly silent as this was said.
pick and shovel.
"There's plenty of time yet," went on Sandy. "We'll
The six villains dismounted and proceeded to put their
give 'em a chance to git putty near to ther chasm afore one
horses away.
"Is this the place that no one know of except those who of yer goes out to meet 'em. Then yer won't have so much
live here?" Wild asked, as Sandy Ike untied him from of a ride."
"If we only had some licker ter drink we'd be all right,"
the horse.
spoke up one of the gang. "That was one of ther main
"I reckon it is," was the reply.
things we struck out ter git."
"This is the only habitation here, then?"
''If we could only git across that blamed chasm," aid
"Right here, yes! But across that chasm, jest ther other
side of that hill over there, is more habitations, as yer call Sandy Ike, shaking his head thoughtfully, "we could get
plenty of licker an' plenty of everything else. I'd jest give
'em."
"Are the people living there anything like you fello ws?" ten dollars if one of them squaws come along now with a
big kin full of licker!"
The man shook his head .
Some of the villains began to yawn, among them being
prisoner
a
fur
much
too
"I reckon you want ter know
leader.
the
remarked.
he
what's bein' held fur ransom,"
"I'm goin' to lay down, boys," he said. "Don't all go to
Wild's horse was as well cared for as the rest, an d then
sleep, now; as many as two of yer must keep awake to
they conducted their prisoner into the shanty.
It was of one big room, and when be had looked around watch ther boy, yer know. It won't do to give him ther
a bit Sandy Ike pointed to a corner and told the men to least chance, yer know."
"I'll be one ter watch him," spoke up Sam.
place Wild there.
Another volunteered to keep him company, and then the
"See to it that he's tied so he don't stand ther lea t show
to git loose," he said. "If he was to git ther use of his rest laid down upon their blanket and went to sleep.
It was about an hour after noon when Sandy Ike awoke.
hands an' feet he might do some harm afore we could stop
"Cook some more grub," he bawled out. "Then Gizzle
him."
go an' look further friends of Young Wild West. It's
will
up
spoke
him,"
"In that case we'd be justified in killin'
the man Wild had heard addressed as Sam; "but so long as gittin' late, an' it oughter been done afore."
Gizzle was a man who looked as though he might have
· he behaves himself we've got ter treat him putty decent.
It's money we're after, an' I think he's sen e enough ter been cut out for a minister, for, if he had his beard trimmed
understand how it is, an' not ter bother with us if his free- and was dressed in style, he would have been a very goodilooking, meek-faced man.
dom is bought."
He did not like the idea of being the messenger very
"I understand enough for that," spoke up Wild, intending to let them think that he was perfect!~ agreeable to the well, but he agreed to do go, since it was the captain's
orders.
plan they proposed to put in operation.
The meal was the same kind as the breakfast had been,
The villains found some salted meat in the shanty, and
they lost no time in kindling a fire on the hearth and start- and Wild partook of but li~tle ,that was offered him.
But the rest ate heartily, and when he was through
ing in to get a meal ready.
stepped up and r~ceived his ins~ructions, and then
Gizzle
J
sa:fe
perfectly
was
prisoner
the
that
When it was decided
and mounted blfl horse to deliver the message to
out
went
on
seated
been
had
he
saddle
the
in
one of them brought
during the ride over the blazed trail and hung it to a big the friends of Young Wild West.
And that was the last they ever saw of Gizzle !
nail that was almost over the boy's head.
The weapons they had taken from him were left lying on
the rough floor of the shanty for want of a better place to
CHAPTER VI.
put them.
The furniture in the place was rather scanty, and whiil
WHAT CHEYENNE CHARLIE DTD.
there was of it was home-made, showing that, as bacl as the
It was a long f'Carch thal rlu>yennc Oharli har1 when
men were, they had been quite industrious since they had
hC' f'C'1 out to find Young Wild \:r l't;L
locat ed there.
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From the po ·ition- he stood in he coulJ sec all over t he
He followed the track:; made by the horses of the villains
who took the boy away with them, as might be supposed, but little village.
when he reached the end of the blazed trail at the edge of I lt was not like the ordinary Indian village Le had often
looked upon, but there was ju t enough about it to make
the narrow g ulf he found himself stumped.
"This are what I calls putty tough," the scout muttered. it plain that it was an Indian village.
The lodges and tepees were not there, but th ere were
"Now ther quc ·tion iio, which way did they go? One thing
many little one-storied huts with tha tched roofs, and the
is sartin. '11 hey didn' t ride right over ther precipice !''
, Th ere wa no tracks to guide him-not the least sound people he saw moving about were unquesti onably Apaches,
though they seemed to be anything but war-like in appearof any, so he simply bad to go by guess-work.
For full y ten minutes he r emained there looking in e\ ery ance.
There was a peculiar sort of neatne. s about the place,
direction, and then Charlie decided on a course to take.
It so happened that he th ought i t best to proceed di- too, and this was strangely out of order, as far as Indian
rectly opposite to th e hill wher e the shanty of th e six vil- villages went.
Squaws at work, cl1ildren running about in play, plenty
lains wa loca ted.
dogs and a few bra'ves seated under the trees smoking
of
alan
eached
r
and
ascent
short
a
up
e
H e rode his hor
be seen.
could
chasm,
the
most level tract that ran off to the north close to
no sign of the white men could t he scout see.
But
snake.
whi ch wound this way and that like the trail of a
" It's mighty funn y," he mused, as he began to think it
The ground-or rock, mor e properl y speaking-that he
\ra s tra\'cr sing was so flinty that a horse's hoof could not ovc.r. "If them six feller - is there, where are they? I
oughler be able to see some sign of ·em, even if I can' t
make a print upon it.
set eye on their identical person . Maybe they ain't there,
That left it mere guess-work.
The only thin g he felt sure of was that the villains after all. "
Fin ally the cout concluded it woul d be a good idea to
hac1 turned eith er to the right or left.
wait and see what turned up in the village below him.
Anc1 it so happened that he hac1 turned to the left.
'l'hrowing the bridle-rein over his horse's head, he climbed
'rl1at was all.
If he had taken the path along the ledge he might have to an eminence of rock and took a seat where he could have
come upon the shanty in the clearing at the top of the a good view of the valley that was over on the other side
of th e zigzag-shaped chasm.
hill.
Of course, he maclc it. a point to get where he would not
But he co uld have easily pa sed •within a short di stance
be apt to be seen, in case any of the redskin s should happen
0£ it and not seen it, too .
The scout rode along until the way became so rocky to look that way.
Charlie sat there for a long while, but saw nothing that
and uneven that he thought it be -t to dismount and lead
would lead him t o beli eve that Wild, or the men he was
hi:; hor e.
H e worked his way along a little f urther and then sud- certain had captured him, were there.
'l'hcn he looked up at the sun and saw that it was past
denly came in view of a ight that made- him open wide
tho hour of noon.
his eyes.
Ile had hac1 no breakfast, too, and there was a gnawin g
Below him and to the left :;lightly he saw an InJian vilin the pit of his stomach that he had been trying hard to
lage I
overcome for the past fe w hours.
"G rca t gimlets !" he exc:lairncd; " that nm:;t be thcr place
"I r eckon l've gone an' got ' way off ther track," he muLthem squaws was lalkin' about. I wonder if it kin be that
them mea:;ly coyo tes could have took Wild tl;ere ? They terccl, as he turned to hi s patient steed. " I've got to look
might ha ve fo und ther 1Yay, in spite of what ther squaws somewh ere else for Wild, but I've got t o have something
said. Ther chane:cs is that if thcr medicine man wanted 1.o cat, too! "
Ile did not ha Ye a t hing to eat with him except som e salt,
'cm killed so bad he must have known th at they knew t~er
was always carried by him ancl hi s partners in their
which
that
tobackcr
of
plug
a
bet
I'll
valley.
way to git in th cr
gs, and though this was not hi s saddle, he knew
adc1le-ba
~
they're there 11 ow, an' that Wild 's with 'cm!"
th er e.
was
salt
the
The ::;cout had heard enough from Sunlight ancl Yellow
aroun d fo r a way to leave the spot he had
looked
e
H
Fl ower to make him convinced that .the Apaches in the
going back the way he had come and soon
without
to
e
com
village wer e not ho tile.
e.
on
found
'I'hey simply desired to li ve there in secl usion, in accordThen, taking hi s horse by the bridle, he led him over
·
ance with their :fanatical ideas.
I:f any whites chanced to ge t th ere th ey would not be apt th e rough ground and soon r eached the woods.
Then Charlie began looking :for omething to shoot.
to kill them, though th ey mi ght try r ather 11ard to keep
H e did not want to strike a bear, or a deer, either; he
th em from going away again.
That is the way Charli e figurec1 it out, and the more he wanted som ething in the line of a fowl just then .
Tt i::o l1appenec1 that there was pl rnh of gnrn c in that
t110ught over it the morP lw became convinced that he hacl
partfoular section, an d hr 11acl not proceeded very far
arrived at the r ight conclusion.
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through the woods when he came upon a flock of sage hens.
The scout had a very keen eye, and, watching where the
birds settled, he soon got a shot and knocked a pair of them
over with one bullet.
"Kow for some water," he muttered, as he started in to
pluck the feathers. "I know I nm a risk by firin' that
shot, as the measly coyotes might be within hearin'; but
when a man's hungry he's got to take all kinds of chances.
l£ ther shot brings any of that gang thi s way I don't h""Tiow
but that it will jest suit me. rn make short work of ther
galoots, blamed if I don' t."
The place where the scout was, being not so very far from
the mouth of the Little Coloraclo, there were plenty of
mountain streams in the neighborhood which emptied into
the river, and it c1id not take him long to find one.
It was but a mere trickling stream, but that was all he
wanted just then.
He started a fire from some dry wood he hastily gathered, and then, while the live coals were forming, he cleaned
and washed the two birds and salted them ready for broilrng.
A forked tick sharpened at the ends a.nswered for a
broiler, and it was not long before a very appetizing odor
filled the air in that vicinity.
Though he "·as very hungry, Charli e waited until the
~age hens 1Yerc done to h1s liking, and then he started in
and did foll justice to them.
"There!" he muttered, as he looked around after finishing his repast, "I feel better now. I reckon I kin stand
it till sunset, all right."
He mounted his horse and rode back to the trail.
Just as he was about to turn toward the chasm he heard
the sound of hoofs coming from that direction.
Cheyenne Charlie fornained seated in the sadd le with his
horse at a halt.
The next moment a man appeared in view mounted on an
Indian pony.
One glan ce and the scout knew he had seen the fellow
be.fore.
It was one of the six "measly coyotes," as he t ermed
them.
A thrill of joy hot through the scout.
He felt that he was pretty certain o.f finding Wild in a,
short ti me now.

"No. I want ter tell yer that Sandy Ike says that you
an' ther rest of his- Young Wild West, I mean-friends
has got ter come clown with a thou sand dollars afore he
will be let go."
"ls 1.hat so?" and the scout suddenly placed the muzzl0
of his revolver under the man's nose.
"Don't blame me for sayin' it;" cried Gizzle, in a frightened manner. "l'm only doin' as I was told."
"Well, that's all right. Now I want you to keep right
on doin' as you're told. You jest take me to where Young
\Yiljl West is, or I'll blow thcr top o.f your head off !"
'rhe face of the villain turned all colors.
He was doing a lot of thinking, though, ancl he must
have decided that it would be right for him to throw his
man off the track, instead o.f betraying his partners.
"I'll take yer there," he said, after an interval of silence.
"I don't want my h ead blowed off."
"You're a sensible galoot," retorted Charlie.
Gizzle hesitated for a moment and then turned and rode
nearly to the chasm, Charlie keeping close at his side with
his r ernher raised meanwhile.
It was evident that the villain was hoping to get a chance
to get away, but he meant to get Charlie as far off the right
track a he possibly could before he did so.
Charlie thought he had him right wh ~re he wanted him,
ho\vever, and that he would be led to the place where Wild
was confined.
Gizzle turned to the left, but it was before he came to
the edge; and, ascending a short incline, reached the
woods.

"Ther headquarters of the gang is over here," he said,
nodding in a direction that ll'as almo,t contrary to where
the shanty was.
The villain kn ew the country pretty well there, and about
a quarter of a mile away he knew where there was a sharp
turn and den se woods.
H he co uld get around thi ~ sudd enly and reach the cover
of the woods he felt that he would be able to leave the scout
in the lurch long enough for him to turn and shoot him
from ambush.
Cheyenne Charlie had n o idea of what was passing
through the man's mind. ·
.If he had he would haYe clealt summarily with him.
But as far as his getting away from hi ·captor was conThe man was Gizzle, as the reader might easily guess.
He haJ just le.ft the shanty in the woods to go on the cerned, Gizzle stood a very poor show.
Cheyenne Charlie was not a man who would stand any
errand hi s leader had sent him out to do.
He recognized the scout as one o.f the friends of Young fooling.
"How far is ther place where Young Wild West is?" he
Wild West, and as he neared him he slowed up.
asked
as they rode along.
"Hello, parc1 !" he called out; ''rm lookin' for yer."
""lain't
hardly half a mile," wirs the reply. "We've
"Lookin' for me?" retorted Charlie.
got
a
sort
of
diggin's over there all by ourselves. Don't
"Fur you, pard."
blame me if you git shot at "·hen you crit in sight of ther
"Well, what do you want?"
"I want to tell you that Young Wild West is all right." shanty."
"He is, hey?"
"I won't blame you any," r etorted the scout, with a
"Yes. H e ain't been hurted a particle."
chuckle. "I reckon i£ they shoot me thcr bullet will go
"ls that all you 1rnnt to tell me?'' queried Charlie.
through your carcass first. I'm goin' to git Young Wilcl
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West away from your gang, an' we ain't goin' to pay no I ''We take firewater t o cabin and see if the handsome lover
Iof the beautiful paleface maid en is there."
thou and dollars, either."
"Yes," retorted Arietta, not paying any attention to the
"You might be better off if you did pay it," said Gizzle,
who saw tlrnt the bend wa not far ahead now. "Ther fl attering remarks of her companion, " \\'e will go right away
with it. -Sunli gh t, you need not have much to say; just let
easiest way is ther best generally."
" It'll be easy enough without payin' any thousand dol- me do the talking."
"You talk like Apache squaw?"
Jars, see if it ain't ! When I git to lcttin' hot lead fly tha t
"Yes, me talk heap much like Apache maiden," the girl
gang of yours will think they have struck a Kansas torswered, a fl'ecting the ways of an Indian with j ust enoug!1
an
Young
let
don't
they
if
er
und
go
will
'em
of
nado ! Some
the broken dialect to make it sound right.
of
.,
.
him
with
go
Wild We t go right away an' let his horse
'.'Good! " exclaimed Sunlight. "The maiden with the
"Well, I only come toyer as a messenger, so I hope yer
hair of gold is wonderful!"
won't think hard of me."
"Heap much wonderful!" added Arietta.
"Oh, I don't think no harder of you than I did afore,"
"Yes."
and Charlie smiled grimly. "You're nothin' more than a
Sunlight was nothing but seriou ' though Arietta could
mea sly coyoi.e, an' you kllow it. You ain't got enough sand
not keep from laughing.
in you to l ight a sulphur match."
But she quickly settled down to business.
Gizzle made no reply to this.
Then the two of them lifted the skin of liquor upon the
H e was getting ready to make his dash for life and libback of th e burro Arietta had been riding, and with Sunerty !
" If you go to foolin' me," went on the scout, "I'll shoot li ght holding it so it would not fa ll off, she led the longeared animal up the hill.
you just as sure as my name are Cheyenne Charlie!"
·
"l ain 't goin' ter fool yer," was the reply.
In less than a minute she saw the shanty among the
But there was something in the man's voice that put
trees.
Charlie on his guard, though his face or manner did not
"Now just make out that we came from the village," the
indicate it.
brave girl whispered t o her companion.
One second later and the villain lowered his hea,d and
Sunlight nodded.
urged bis horse forward around the bend.
As she neared the front of the hanty the door opened
'
rack!
Cheyenne Charlie fired, and that was the last of Gizzle ! and out came Sandy Ike and two of his men.
Gizzle had been gone a little over t en minutes now, and
though they were not aware of it, he hacl been shot less
than three minutes before the arrival of the two squawsthe one squaw and disguised white girl, who was acting
or
CHAPrrER VII.
as a scout to find her lover.
ARIETTA RESCUES WILD.
Of course, the five villains were delighted when they
saw the skin of l~quor on the back of the burro.
Arietta could see nothing but a clense woods as Sunlight
They paid more attention to th at than they did to the
pointed up the hill.
girls.
"How fa r is the ca bin ?" he asked.
"We bring some :firewater for the palefaces," said Ari"i\"ot far; pretty close by.','
1 etta, pointing to the skin.
"Have yo u ever been there?"
"You're good Injun gals, you are !'' retorted Sandy Ike.
I
firewater.
"Yes, I haYc been th ere with cornmeal and
buy yer both a new calico <lress wh en I go to town
"I'll
The si" bad palefaces gaYc a horse t o th e Apaches for fireag'in."
water and meal. Squaws br ing it to them whenever medi'l hen he hastily stepped up and seized the coveted liquor.
cine man say so. Three days ago h e say no more."
On e of the others took hold of it with him and carried it
Sunlight got off the burro as she said this and walked
th e shanty.
in
over to a m::i~s of hanging vines.
stepped in after them.
Arietta
She pulled them aside and th en .Arietta saw what ap1

j "What do ~rer want, gal?" demanded_ the . man called
peared to be u sack ti ed at the top with a string.
But when the Indian mai den tou ched the thing it moved Sam, ns the gul looked calmly about the mtenor .
She shook her head in the negative.
like a bowl of jelly.
"Well, go on out, then. This ain't no place for yer. "
"That firewater," said Sun]ight; "we fet ch along to give
H e took her by the arm and led her to the door again.
bad men and make drunk; then we kill. But they no in
Ari etta had seen enough!
But
here
cabin, so Y cllow Flower and Sunli ght leave firewater
Wild West was there!
Young
and follow trail."
She had sighted him at the :first glance, and she felt so
"I see !" exclaimed Arietta, as it occurred to her that the
skin of liquor would surely be the means of getting Wild elated that she could hardly suppress a cry of joy.
Arietta did not want to go out, but she felt that in order
free if the villains hacl him , as ,;he felt sure they did.
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She turned quickly and beheld a well-known figure standto carry ouL the deception she was practicing she must do,
ing before them.
so without objecting.
I~ was Cheyenne Charlie!
The five delighted men now proceeded to transfer the
After he had shot the villain who had tri ed to deceive
contents of the skin to some jugs and bottles they had.
But they did not forget to take a drink all around first . him and then get away, th e scout ha l con tinued , t he search
'l'he liquor was the fomented juice of a peculiar pungent for the h eadquarters of th e rascally gang who had captured
grape that grew in the valley, and it was as strong as any Wild.
By good lu ck, more than anything else, he had found
w)lisky ever made.
t he path leading up the hill to the shanty.
But the tronger the better, so the m en thought.
While ascending it he had heard the low voices of Ari'11 he door of the shanty \YaS left ajar and the two girls
ctta and Sunlight, and, recognizing the former, he had
remained outside.
dismounted and adrnnced on foot.
Presently Arietta took a walk around to the rear.
Charli e wa s greatly surpri sed when he saw what he
She saw the bed that formed the stable, and then the
thought was a young squaw instead of Arietta.
sorrel was the first horse she t ook notice of.
But h e easily penetrated her di sg ui se when he sa w the
"I shall ride away on the back of 'pitfire," the girl
murmured to herself, " and Wild will be there with me." happy sm ile that cam e over her painted face.
"G reat g imlets !" he ejaculated . " l s it you, Arietta?"
For fear that the villains might see her and think she
" Hush! Not so loud, Charli e. Fire of: the villain s are
was trying to steal, she did not go too close to the horses;
but, after looking at them fo r a minute or two, went around close by in a shanty, ancl they have got Wild there."
"Good enough! " replied the , cout in a lower . tone. ." I
to the front again.
She found that Sunlight had mO\'ed away fm~ther from reckon thcre·s only five of 'em, all right. I dropped ther
other fell er."
the shanty, t aking the two burros with her.
"Is that so, Charlie?"
Arietta looked at her questioningly .
"Yes, I collared hi ~, an· he tri ed te> fool me an' then git
"We will wait here till the fire water makes the bad paleawa:-. It wouldn·t have done to let him, I thought:, so I
face men sleepy," the Apache maiden said.
"All right. I guess that is a goocl idea, Sunlight. I feel shot."
"Did he confess that they had Wi ld a prisoner?"
happy now, and I am willing to wait, because 1 h arcllJthink
"I r eckon h e did, an' more. H e said he was sent to find
the men mean to kill Wild ."
"We can watch them and see what they do. When it gets u s an· tell us that we mu st pay a · thousand dollars afore
dark they ·will be drunk. Then you can go in and cut the they would let Wild go."
"Oh!"
ropes that bind your paleface lover. He will come out, and
Arietta was surprised.
then I will go and kill them!"
But h er face lighted up, for now sh e was assured that
"You surely don't mean that you intend to kill the. men
\Vild would not be harmed.
in cold blood, Sunlight?"
"Well,'' she observed, after a pau se, " I think we had
The young squaw shrugged her shoulders.
better wait until dark. '11 h en we will be able to get Wi ld
"The medicin e man has will ecl it,'' s1ie answered.
"But they have done n othing to you or yo ur people but free."
"\Yhat'f: ther use of: waitin' ?'' Charlie m:ked, impato seek a way to get into your vill age. rrhat is Jrnrtlly cau se
. ' · l reckon I kin clean out that crowd in no tim e.
tiently
."
em
th
kill
to
enough
Arietta was always averse t o the sh edding of blood, and Thry·re a lot of cowards, that's what they are!''
" But they may pnt up a good fight in their own shanty.
the propositi on of the squ aw was almost horrifying to her .
t her9 is no need of running any Ti i;k al all. You just
No,
"I do not want t o kill the bad men; I do not want to kill
go back and fetc h th e rest here. 1 will attend to getting
anybody," said Sunlight, after a pause.
"But because the medicine man says so, you are willing Wild away from the m en ."
The scout looked at her in silen ce for a moment.
.
to do it, is that it?"
Then h e turned to leave, saying as he did so:
"Yes."
"I reckon I'll do as you say, Ari etta. You're ther boss
you
ill
k
to
ry
t
they
unless
them
kill
you
·t
"Well, don
1
thi s businesg, s in ce you wa;:; th e one to find Wild. I'll
of
too
is
e
H
says.
first. Never mind \rhat'the medicine man
much of a coward t o do su ch things himself, so h e sends go on ba ck, but it'll be long after dark when we git there."
clon·t
"Never mind that. We will meet you. In case
the maidens of the village t o do it. H e cares nothing for
you, and if you honld lose your li fe in trying to do as he you will know that something ha s h appened to 11 $. There
told you h e will only laugh . Th e medicine man is wrong; i no n eccl of killing any more of the villains, unl ess it is a
matter of rompu1sion ."
Sunlight."
"All r ight."
The Apache looked as though she half agreed with h er,
j C'harlir waited n o longer, bnt walked ba ck to wh er e l1e
·
but said nothing.
Arietta was just about to rontinue in the same strnin l1 acl left his horse, and, mounti ng, rode away.
I He had the utmost confi(lcnce in what Arietta. said, and
when sh e heard a ru~tl e in the huRhes close by.

we
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as she was the S\reetheart of his young friend and leader: it I Just then the man on the floor stirred and muttered
was easy for hin;i to gire way to her.
something in an incoherent way.
After he had gone the two girl s sat down to wait for
The girl paused.
the clarkenss to come.
But half a minute later her chance oame.
Sunlight had little or nothing to say, but it was evident
While the four men were intent upon the game of cards
• that she wa5 willing to do anything that her di sguised eom- Arietta knelt beside Wild and seYered his bonds.
pan.ion uggested.
'l'hey had selected a spot to wait in that was off from
the path that led to the shanty, and from which they could
see the log bui lding quite plainly.
It was a rather tedious wait, to be s11re, but. as the girl
knew she woulcl be well paid for it in the end, she made the
best of it.
Sunlight did not appear to mind it much .
But as lndians arc noted for their patience, there was
nothing strange about thi :;.
At lqnglh the tll·o 1rai ting girls saw the light of an oil
lamp in the window of t h ~ :: hanty.
It was now o-eliing dark fast.
Arietta got up and arranged the c1,i gui e she wore.
. "I am going in and ask for lh e skin that contained the
firewater, Sunlight," she said. '·That will be an excuse.''
"All right," nodded her companion. ":;\Jc wait here.''
" I think you had better go clown to the tra i I, Sunlight.
We may hare to hurry, you know.''
The quaw nodded obedience.
\"\ithout a word, she took the bridle of the two burros
ancl went off.
' '11 hen Arietta ste1Jpec1 out and bolclhJ walked to the door

No one saw what was going on, for the guard was now
fast asleep.
"HallCl me that rifle," whispered the boy.
' L'hc disguised girl lost no time in doing so.
But ~he did not venture to make a reply.
Young Wild West motioned for her to go out.
She did so; the men looking up from the game, but n ot
noti cing that she had failed to take the skin she stated she
hacl come for.
Arietta clid not go a dozen steps from the shanty.
She stood close to a tree, her r~vol ver in her hancl.
Th e brave girl meant to fight in case her lover got into
troubl e.
'he could hear the harsh voieeR and burts of mirth that
came from the card players, but that was all.
Ten minutes passed.
Then she suddenly saw a form creep out of the doorway.
'fhe girl's heart beat faster at that moment than it had
during any time since she found that Wild was missing.
The daring young deadshot hacl succeeded in leaving the
shanty without the knowledge of the villain !

Wild aro e to his feet, pausing long enough to stretch
of the shanty.
him elf, and then stepped softly in the direction of his
It was not do eel tightly. o ~he pwhed it open.
sweetheart.
The talking of a lot of drunken men \\"U S all she heard,
,I
d
Et ,, h
·
d
h ·
·nt
.
.
.
· am g1a you came, ' ,
e w1nspere , as e impn •
and, seemg that the openmg of ih e door was not noticed, . ·1 . k·'
ti'
. l' £ J a
. t
l
t
d ftl . . cl
•
Icc a 1, on 1e gIT ore 1ea , no t w1··tiis t an a·m 0er tlrn parn
s rn s eppe so Y msi e. .
.
I that wa s there. " I was getting ti r eel of lying there with
Four men at at a rough table playmg cards a~d thefi.~th : rny hand s and fret tied. You are a brave gir,l, little one."
lay on lbe floor asleep near the bound form of J:oung Wild
"Oh, Wilcl !'' wa s all the answer she made.
\Vest!
.
.
.
"r gurs, we had better find Spitfire,"
h e went on, as he
That waf.1 what ,'\netla f-!aw wh en he walked rnto the
,
cl
b
k
h
h
·
"
\lT
' t go t t h
smoo.
1
rn
ac'
er
an'.
1 e 1rnven
o urrr so
sIrnn t y.
·
.
~
J
·d tl b
b th
cals rn there are too drunk to get
The man on tl1e .fl oor h a d ev1 .en y crn overcome j' e mucl1, though, for the ra,
.
.
f
t . .
up from the tabl e. It 1 a wonder to me how they are able
l 1quor, or a 111 ~ RIC1e wa~ a cup.
t
3 ,,
1 0 1
H ea ring the foot::;teps of the girl. th e card pla rers looke<l I P ay cares.
around.
'
·
·
"One of the Apache girls came with me," said Arietta, a&
she
led the way to the stable in the rear of the shanty.
"What clo ycr want?" dcmand ccl Sanely Ike.
"8he
i s waiting below with the two burros we rode here.
"Me come for Rki"!:I to take back to Yillage.'' i.he girl anCharlie
has been here, too. H e shot the man they sent to
swere<l, s~aking as meekly as she coulcl .
demand the thousand dollars ransom of u s, ancl he has been
"Well, git it, an' then git out of here. Don't bother us_,
gone over two hours now. I told him the best thing he
'eanse thi s i~ a game of cards fur ther ch ampionship!"
cou ld do would be to go ancl fetch Jim and the rest here
Arietta made a move as thoug h she waR going to the rear
as soon as h e could."
of the shanty, but instead of cloing Ro Rhc turned toward
"You dicl exactly right, Et,'' Wild said. "Kow for my
her lover.
faithi'nl
horse. ''
0 ur }1ero wa s Jooking right at her J1ow, :rnfl when she
made a f'ign t o him and pn1led some of her golden hair from
Th e ,orrel w11 s qui ckly found by the di sguised girl, and
beneath thnt which hncl been blacked, he gave n start.
then Wild led him dmrn t o the trail with his br ave sweet'T'hen she smiled ancl nodded to him.
l)eart nt hi s Ri de.
'T'he boy knew her now, ancl an expr ession of joy and
Arietta's littlr scouting trip hail resnltrd very satisfaci;ntisfaction crossed his face.
tory to her, and h e was more than happy.
.,
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CHAPTER VIII.
ALL HANDS IN C.A:MP ON CE MORE.

Cheyenne Charlie lost no time in getting back to the
camp.
He did not know whether he 1rnd done exactly right or
not in leaving Arietta to accomplish the rescue of Wild,
but as he had agreed to do it, he kept right on, resting his
horse now and then until he arrived.
His horse was pretty well tired out, but that did not
deter him from getting ready to start again over the blazed
trail.
·
They would not be able to ride very fast on account of th~
pack-horses.
When he told Jim, Anna and Eloise what was up they
were very much surprised.
But they all seemed to think that everything was all
right.
"Arietta will succeed," said Anna, confidently. "She is
just like Wild in that way. When she undertakes a thing
she always does it."
"Where Sunlight?" asked Yellow ]'lower, the squaw,
of Charlie, when she saw that they were getting ready to
ride away.
"She is waitin' with Arietta," retorted the scout. "You
kin meet her at ther other end of theT blazed trail. I was
lookin' at ther village where you live. It is quite a place,
ain't it?"
"You look at village?" the squaw asked, eyeing him
keenly.
"Yes, I went along th er chasm to ther right a ways, an'
then I got a good view of it. It's somethin' like an ordi.
nary lnjun village, 'cause ther women was workin', an'
what men I seen was loafin'. That's Injun style, all right."
Yellow F'lowef nodded.
'"l'he paleface brave knows," she said. "You did not
find way to get to village, Jid you?"
''No,'' anJ the scout shook hi s 11ead, "but I reckon it
wouldn't take i:ne a great while to find ther way if I was to
try real hard."
The Indian girl looked just the least bit disturbed.
"You must not look for t he way," she said, slowly. "The
palefaces mu st not go there."
" Oh, pshaw!" exclaimed the scout in disgust. "I reckon
it would be all right if we was to go there. What hurt
coul d we do ther blamed old village? You folks th•ink you
have a right to thcr whole country, jest 'cause some crazy
ancestors of yourn seen fit to take out from ther rest of
ther tribe an' form a colony of their O!Vn. What goocl will
ther gold that's there do you, when you can't spend it? It
would be a great deal better if someone was to git hold of
it what kin make use of it."
"But the medicine man will not let the palefaces have
any of the gold that is in the valley," protested the Apache
maiden.

"See here!" and Charlie shook his finger at her impressively. "Don"t you know that medicine men are
frauds? You've been around among ther whites long
enough to know that, I reckon. 'l'her medicine men of
your people always manage .things so they git about everything they want without havin' to do a stroke of work for
it. They are rank frauds, Yellow ]'lower ! You hadn't
oughter take no stock in sich fellers, not when one of 'em
sends out a couple of gals to kill six men. If that medicine
man of yourn ·could do half as much as he says he kin, an'
makes you people believe he kin, he would be able to keep
anybody from findin' ther way into ther village without
havin' 'em killed."
"Never mind, Charlie," spoke up his wife. "Yellow
]'lower believes in her people 'and their ways, you know.
Don't try to persuade her to anything different."
"Yellow Flower has been to the sc110ol on the reservation," spoke up the squaw.
"T11at's what you said once before," observed Charlie.
"Then I believe you saicl that your ancestors went.to ther
valley a long while ago, an' that so many of ther men had
been killed off that ther squaws hacl to do ther fightin' now.
I reckon you ain't told us ther whole truth about this here
village of yo urn."
"Yellow Irlower and Sunlight tell palefaces what the
medicine man say tell them," was the retort.
"O·h, I reckon that's it. Well, never mind. I know
there's a village ther other side of ther chasm, 'cause I've
seen it with my own eyes. That's enough jest now. Come
on! If everyone's ready we'll light out for a long ride."
All hands were ready, so they set out over the blazed
trail to meet Young Wild West and Arietta.
Yellow Flower did not grow angi7 at what Charlie had
saicl to her; on the contrary, she grew very talkative, and
as she rode along she admitted to Anna that she had lived
le>"s than a year in the village.
The story she had told at first was the one they hac1 been
taught to tell any palefaces they came across, and so long
as they were living under the rule of the medicine man they
thought it right to do it.
She even went so far as to tell Anna and Eloise that she
\rould get them some of the gold that was in th~ valley.
The squaw was riding Arietta's horse, and as she had
some of the girl's clothing on she seemed to be proud of
being with the p·alefaces, as she called them.
Our friends pushed ahead as fast as the Chinamen could
keep the pack-horses going, but night overtook them before
tl!ey had covered more t1rnn a third of the distance.
'l'hey kept on, however, and as the air was cooler after the
sun went down, the traveling was far m~re pleasant.
Ji m was forced to carry a lantern, however, so they could
see the trail now and then, as there was no telling but
that they might come to a fork somewhere that would lead
the horses astray.
In thi s way they kept on for over three hours.
At the end of that time they heard a shout ahead of
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them, and, recognizing Arietta's voice, they answered it in
"Well, that is just the age for a girl to get married,"
hearty fashfon .
spoke up Anna.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, not
" H ow about that, Arietta?" Charlie called out.
ca ring if there was a band of hosti les or a gang of renegades
"Well, I have got a good three years to wait, then," was
to hear him.
lhe quick reply. "But I agree with Anna. I wouldn't
The scout was delighted, because he lmew that Arietta think of getting married under twenty."
"Nor I , either," declared Eloise.
would not cry out in such a joyous strain if Wild was not
Sunlight and Yellow Flower uncl erstood what was being
with her.
The next moment the sorr el dashed up with our hero on said, and they seemed to enjoy it.
his back.
The camp was soon got into shape and then they had m;
"Here we are, safe and sound!" exclaimed the dashing good a supper •as could well be cooked in the wilderness,
Prince of the Saddle. "I got away without the ransom after which they sat clown ancl talked ovei: the stirrin6
events of the past couple of clays.
being paid, you see. Arietta did the business !"
Arietta and Sunlight were right behind him on the
Wild hardly thought that the five villains would recover
burros.
from the effects of the liquor they had imbibed to come to
The brave girl had ridden part of the distance on the look fo r him, but he did not relax any vigilance, for all
back of Spitfire with Wild, but she did not want to tire that.
There might be others about who would interfere with
the horse any more than was necessary, so she mounted the
lazy, long-eared beast and kept the company of the squaw. them if they got the chance.
Sunlight had decided to stick to Arietta and do just as
They kept a fire burning, however, which was more to
furnish light and cheerfulness than anything else, and
she said.
She eYen declared that she would never go back to the Wing and Hop produced a folding checker-board and beApa che village unless the paleface maiden advised her to. gan playing for a small amount of money a game, though
All hands were so glad to see Wild and Arietta back that Wild did not know it was for anything more than pastime.
·
They became so interested, however, and chattered in
there wa s a general handshaking all around.
Even Wing and Hop insisted on gripping the hand of such an excited way about it that he grew suspicious.
our hero.
Finally he saw Wing pass a dollar to his brother at the
"\Veil," observed our hero, after awhile, "I think we end of the game.
may as well go into camp and wait until morning to go any
He thought it time the game was broken up, so he got
further. There is a suitable place about half a mile back. :ready to give them a surprise. '
When they got the checkers arranged t o begin a new game·
Come on!"
"I reckon that will about suit my h orse," retorted Chey- they began wrangling a. to who should have the first move.
rnne Charlie. "He's had a putty good exercisin' since ther
Then Wild drew his revolver, and, taking a quick aim,
time I started out to find you."
shot one of the checkers ofl' the board.
"It is my move!'' he exclaimed. "That will do for you
On the way to the camping spot both Wild and Arietta
related what had occurred.
fellows. "Hop, how much money have you won from
Then Charlie told his story.
Wing?"
While this was taking place the two Indian maidens were
"Me no uncll estanc1 !" protested H op, looking blankly at
engaged in earnest conversation in their own language.
his boss.
Sunlight was endeavoring to persuade Yellow Flower to
But that was a way he had.
turn from tlie traditions of her forefathers and stick to
Young Wild West understood.
the palefaces.
"Give him back his money, or I"ll sh oot off the end of
It 'ra" not a difficult task for her to get Yellow Flower your pigtail!" he cried.
to do as 8he c1id, and when they were arranging t.hings in
Th en Hop smiled blandly and handed three dollars to
the camp Sunlight came to Arietta and said :
. his brother.
''Squaws no like Apache medicine man any more; they
"Thlee games," he said. "Wing no know how to play
do as paleface maiden say."
allee sarnee yaller dogee !"
"All right," replied Arietta. "You can go with us, then.
You are both very beautiful Indian maidens, and it may
be that we will be able to find good husbands for you in a
CHAPTER IX.
couple of honest white men. You are both old enough to
:tnarry, I" sl1ould think, and if you stay in the Apache vilSANDY IKE A~D HIS :MEN BEACH THE VILLAGE.
lage, where the men are so scarce, you will stand little
show."
The squaws nodded anc1 looked pleased.
Young Wild Wed had not much more than macle _his
Then they assured her _that they were both past the age escape from the shantv when the men playing cards became
of twenty.
so drowsy that they had to stop the game.
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One by one they fell asleep, three of them with their
'rhe man who usually had charge of the .cooking built a
heads on the table and the other sliding from his stool to fire and set about to get the breakfast.
the floor.
When they" had eaten something they lighted their pipes
They were dead to the world, and consequently .it. made. and declared that they were ready for business.
no difference to them just then whether Young Wild West
"You can bet that ther Jnjun gal is ther one what set
had got away or not.
Young Wild West free," saill Sam, who , had a dim recolIt was daylight the next morning when the man who lection of having een Ari etta bending over our hero.
had been lying on the floor near our hero awoke.
"Mebbe she did," replied Sandy Ike. " If she did I'll
He looke~ around him in a dazed way, and it was sev- wring her neck fur her if I ever catch her !"
eral minutes before he realized where he was.
" I wonder if ther horse is gone, too? " spoke up another
of the gang ..
rrhen he got up and looked around.
The first thing wrong he noticed was that Young Wild
""Most likely," retorted Sam. "Young vVilcl West could
West was not there.
have took his horse an ' all ther rest, as fur as we was con'l'hen he saw his still sleeping companions.
cerned. There wasn"t 011e of us what could have stopped
All but one had rolled to the :floor ·by this time; and him, I reckon. That rum of ther Apaches is sartinly great
stuff."
they were dead to the world.
" Yes, an' that jest reminds me that I want another drink
The man who had waked up was the fellow called Sam.
He was very nervous from the effects . of the peculiar of it," observed Sanely Ike, grinning as though he had said
liquor, ~nd he made for a bottle that contained some of the ::;omething that was real smart.
"I reckon we kin all stand another drink of ther stuff,"
stuff.
A stiff horn set his nerves right and then he proceeded to . ~poke up anoth~~·· "There's rnore'n enough left fur a
arouse his companions.
round, I reckon.
''Wak e up, you gal oo t s 1.,, lie cne
· a, as lie slioo
· k fi rst one
They· found that there
. .was, so th ey all had. some. .
"Y
·n.,.. ld " ' t
t
They had gath ered ms1de the shanty to dr mk the liquor,
l
an d th en t h e, otrnr.
oung vvl
1v es 1ias go away . cl ' S· a Ik'
cl cl
l
.
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Sandy Ike was the first to pay any attenti on to him.
le Tlappe~te 0 tl
oot- °u 0 . e toort·way.
.
ien 1 was ia 110 gave a s ar .
h
"Hey? What's that, Sam ?" he gasped, Jookmg at t e
.
. . ,
. l·
"WI ,
· "t ? Wl
.
H e caught the least glnnpsc of an Indian s tufted head
man an cl ru bb mg n s eyes.
10 s p1ay is i .
1ere m
tl b
thunder is my cards ?"
among 10 us1ies. .
.
.
.
.
"Boys," said he rn a whisper, " an InJ un is spym' on us!
. .
. .
.
Then he ·reahzed th~t he was si~tmg on_ the floor ~f the Lt ain't a squaw this time, but a chi ef, 'cause I could see
shanty, and, afte1~ lookmg around m surprise for a mmute, it by hi s head-dre::;s. You fellers jest wait here r I'm
he staggered to lus feet.
goin' out t o sec what he's up to. "
Sam handed him a drink.
'Ihe leader of the villains went out by the rear door and
The villainous leader of the gang swallowed it eagerly worked his way around to the spot where he had seen the
Then between the two of them they aroused the others. 1nclian.
In a few minutes they we~:e all something' like themH e wa:; just in time to sec a receding form moving along
~
~~'
"So Young Wild West is gone, is he ?" remarked Sanel y
A smlll en thought struck Sandy lke.
lke, as he went to the door and saw the sun just coming
"1 bet he·s goin ' ba ck t o ther village !" he exclaimed
up. "By thunder! but that is mighty queer, ain't it? 11nuer his breath . " Now i8 ID} time to fincl,out ther way to
Mebbe Gizzle has come an' got him, boys·. If he did lie git there !"
must have got ther thousand dollars."
Sanely J kc 1ras deeply inlcres tccl n ow.
Sam shook his head.
H he could onl y fillll a way lo get into the little valley
"I don't think Gizzle has ·been here," h e said.
that lay the other sicle of t he chasm he would be in his
"Why don't yer ?"
.
glory.
"well, look at th er rum there is left ! lf he'd been here
There was gold there, and he wa s 'Certain of it.
he wouldn't have left much of it."
Cm1tiously he worked hi s way along, catching a glimpse
"But if he was goin' back with Young Wild West to git oI th e In dian now an cl th en.
ther money-say ? Then he wouldn't Jiavc had time to
P a t the place where t he bl azed trail ended so abruptly
drink."
the redskin 11·cnt, and al ong the route Cheyenne Charlie
"That's so, too. But you kin bet that Gizzle ain't been had gon e over when he first got there in search of Wild.
here sin ce he went away yisterday."
But th e Indian did not pr oceed as far as the scout did
The five men now went out of the cabin.
in that direction.
He paused before a mas · of thick vines that hung from
The fresh morning air made them feel better, and when
a
cliff,
and , looking around ao; though to make sure that Im
they had washed their faces in the neighboring brook they
was not observed, he stepped up and pulled th.em aside.
began to grow hungry.
I
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Sandy Ike was looking right at him at that very instant,
"We'd better see to ther horses afore we go," suggested
and •when he saw the redskin suddenly disappear he rubbed one of them.
his hands with satisfaction.
"'l'hat's right. Hobble 'em an' let 'em have a chance to
"It's mighty ea y when yer know how," he muttered. git grass au' water," said Sandy Ike.
Sam ran out and obeyed.
"Now, I mustn't take my eyes off that place till I gits right
to it. Then I kin mark it an' go an' git ther rest of ther
"Ther sorrel stallion ain't there, all right," he observed
gang. I don't jest feel like follerin' ther 'Pache alone." when he come back. "Young Wild West took his horse
with him, an' everything else but ther saddle, which is
The villain was alt<?gether too cowardly to do this.
He made his way slo wly to the hanging vines, and when hangin' there, an' was right over his very head."
"I reckon he'll come an' git ther saddle after we're gone,"
he stepped with three feet of the identical place where the
Indian had disappeared he picked up a stone and laid it on retorted one.
Five minutes later t he men were moving along for the
a rock that was there.
"There ! I reckon that'll mark ther spot!" he muttered, spot where the Apache had disappeared.
as he looked around. "But pshaw! I'd know it anyhow.
Sandy Ike led the way right to the spot.
"There's t her place," he whispered. " Don't look like a
There ain't no other place like it in sight."
way to git to ther other side of ther chasm, does it ?"
Back to the shanty went Sandy Ike.
"Not much !" retorted Sam. "What have yer been doin',
"Gizzle ain't got back yet, hey?" he remarked, as he
looked at those present.
Ike, jokin' with us?"
"No," was the reply. "Was it an Injun you seen, or
" Oh, I reckon it ain't what yer kin call a joke," and with
that the man took hold of the vines and pushed t hem aside.
wasn't it Young Wild West, or one of his friends?"
"It was an Injun, all right, an' don't yer fl~rgit it ! Boys,
Then a rift in the face of the cliff that w.as ~bou t six
I've found ther way to git over to ther other side of ther feet wide was disclosed.
It was open at the top, too, for the light came down very
chasm!"
"What!" cried the men in astonishment.
plainly.
"It's a fact, boys. I follered thcr Injun an' seen where
Sandy I ke's followers were much mystified.
he went. It's jest as easy as pie, too!"
But they were delighted, as well, and they eagerly pushed
"Hooray!" yelled Sam. "If that's ther case we won't their way into the opening.
Sam took the lead, Ike giving way to him willingly
have· ter catch any more people an' hold 'em fur ransom.
rrhere's gold enough over there ter fix us all fur ther rest enough, it seemed.
of our lives."
, Along the passage went Sam, t he rest following, and
"That might bie, but we don't know it fur a fact," said ~ after a few yards had been traversed he came to !!- slanti!lg
the man nearest him. "We only know from what them descent.
squaws slipped out one time when they brought us some I "We could have brung ther horses if we'd wanted ter,"
meal bere. They said their people didn't want money, Ihe remarked. "Here's ther prints of them burros' hoofs
'cause there was gold in plenty over there, an' that they here." ·
hadn't any use fur it."
This was indeed the case .
'J'he men grew more confident when they saw the prints,
. "You kin bet it's there, all right!" and Sam shook his
head in a positive way.
f.9i· they knew that wl1ere one of the long-eared animals
"Well, jest git ready an' we'll all go over," exclaimed could go they could.
Down a winding descent they went until they found
Sandy Ike. " I don't k"11ow as we're apt to have a scrimmage with ther redskins over there, but it'll be jest as well themselves in darkness.
But a faint glimmer of .light ahead told them that' it
if yer see that your shooters is in order."
They all made an examination of ther revolvers and was all right, so after a moment's hesitation they went on.
rifles, and when they were sure that they were all right and
Two minute~ later tl iry found .themselves at the bottom
loaded they said so.
of the chasm.
"Young Wild West got away with his shooters, I see,"
They looked up and shook their heads as they thought
remarked Sandy Ike, as he looked on the floor where the of what the result of a fall from above would be.
weapons had been placed when the boy was brought in.
"Now which way do we go?" asked Sam.
"Yes, I reckon he had use fur 'em," retorted Sam. "But
"Foller ther hoofprints; there they are," answered Sandy
I'm mighty glad he didn't take a notion ter use any of 'em Ike.
"That's right! Come on, then."
on me, though. H!:! kin shoot too straight."
"Never mind Young Wild West now!" cried the leader.
Into the mouth of a passage similar to the one they had
"Jest drop him from your minds, boys! We've got some- just come down he stepped, and then up a slope.
thing else to think about. It may be that we kin get inter i It wound this way and that, and was so dark there that
ther ,-alleY without thm; redskins knowin' it, an' if we kin they co11ld scarcely see tl1eir way at times.
m•'ll ~hrnil a 1rn11111·dnl good J1ow of gittin' nt fli er gold ! But trn minutes from the time they en tered the rift that
1That'~ thrrC'."
·
1 wn::;k eowrcd hr tl1r lwn ging Yine;i t11cy wrrr 11ot only on
'

.

'
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the other sid e of the chasm, but the ridge that sloped down
to the valley as well.
Right before them lay the Apaqhc village.
The villains hacl been seen, too, for there was almost
instantly considera ble excitement among the squaws who
were working in t-h e Ji.clds.
"We might j est as 1rell march right up ' an' make ther
best of it," said Sam , 1rho was more brave than any of the
rest, it cern ccl. " We kin t ell 'em that we·vc come to pay
'em a fri endly vi sit."
"But rn ebbc t hey 1ron· t t ake it th at 1rny," r etorted Sandy
fke, doubtingly.
"Well, _y ou oug hter remem ber tliat ther yo ung squaws
told u s tha't they wa ,; a pcaccfu l lot of people. If we don' t
llo anything ter harm t hem t he)' won't ter 11 s. Come o.n !
We' ve got ter t ake our clrnn ces on it, anyhow."
The five now pu t 011 all t he boldness t hey could command and .headed fo r th e village, which was less than n
quarter of a mile away.
A handk er chief lha t 1rns something like white wa s found
in the party, and Sam fa 8tened it t o t he muzzle of his rifle
and helcl it up as a token of peace.
The Ind ian s were gather ing in i\ bunch close to the biggeot and most pretentio us of t he log h uts, and when they
saw the signal tbcv appeared more al t heir case.
Straight up to tlte crowd went t he fi yc rascals, growing
bolder at c1uy step, as they saw that th e Indians showed no
~igns of hostility.
UllAPTEH X.
W11.p 'l '.KLLS 'l'llE J\IEDICl NE MAN SOMETHING.

" Me go to door and find out, " Sunlight said.
"All right," answered Wild . "I gue. s that would be a
good way . l£ they arc th ere they arc Yery still. "
Tl1c .\.pacl1c maiden left them and boldly wa1kecl up to
the door.
She knocked, and as there was no reply, sh e pushed .it
open.
A swift glance about the room told her that it wa s devoid
of a human being.
'' ~ obocly h ere !"' she called out.
Then our friends came up the hill ::mcl halted before the
shanty.
" I want my saddle !" exclaim ed Cheyenne Charlie, as he
dismounted and mad e for the door .
"Y Oldl fin cl it hanging on the wall, Charlie," replied
Wild.

"All right."
H e did find it there, and out he came with it haL. a
minute later.
"I 1ronder wh ere ther measly coyotes are ?" h e observed,
as h e proceeded to pnt the sacl clle on hi s horse. "Must hav~
gone out to look for U:cr fe ll er I chopped, I reckon.''
" That might be,'' said our l10ro. '·But one thing is certain. Tl1ey didn "t intend t o go Ycry :for, or they would han
taken tbcir hor1>cs. Tbc Yillains ar e not. for away, you can
bet on it!"
"\Yell, I don't know as we have any particular business
with them, anyway," spoke up Jim Dart.
" Oh, yes !" exclaimed Wilcl. "l want to get the money
Sanely lkc took from me. H e mustn"t have that, you
know. "

" That's so. 1 forgot thal you said h e look all the money
you had on you."
The night p<1 s~clL wi t hout Young Wild \ Vest and his
''lt wasn"t such an awful lot, but I am going to have it,
friends being disturbed, and a little after daybreak they
j td t he same."
were up and stirring.
" I clon' t blam e :you, Wild."
"Now then, t o follow tl1c blazed trail to its encl and then
"I reckon you folks would like to have a look at ther I n get into the Yallcy and fin d some gold!" om hero c -jun rillagc, wouldn ·t you ?" spoke up Ch eyenne Charlie just
claimed, after they hacl ca ten t heir brcakfnsL
"But ther first thing I want t o fin d is my saddle," spoke th en.
" Y cs 1" exclaimed Arietta. "l lia ven' t seen it yet."
up Cheyenne Charlie. " \Vhen them follcrn got Spitfire
" Corn e on, then. I'll soon h ave you wher e you kin
they took it, an' when yo u come back \rit h him yo u wae
sec
it.''
bareback. I was usin' Ji m's all clay _yisterday, but now I
The
two squaws appeared to be rather n ervous when the
s'pose I've got t o.go without fo r awl1ilc."
scout
led
the way along the ledge and across t he encl of the
"Not very long, either," retor tccl Wil d. ''Your saddle is
blazed
trail.
in the shanty, and I guess we'll st op and get it. W c won't
have much trouble about it, either, I th ink. "
"No, I reckon ther measly coyotes won·t a ttempt to put
up much o~ a fight. If they do I feel sorry for 'em ."
Our fri ends Teachecl t he sh an ty nearly t wo hours after
the five v-illains had vaca ted it to go over into the Indian
village.
·
Young Wild West acted with cau tion at first, because he
t.hought the men might fire on them from the shanty.
He went around ancl found their horses in the rear nibbling at the gra ss, and then, of course, h_e thought they
must be somewhere about.

Before they reached a point where they could look clown
on the valley, however, they came to th e spot where the
five villains had entered the winding passage and crossed
under to the valley.
In their exci temcnt Sandy Ike and his men had not
rearranged the vines after they passed through.
In their eagerness they had torn th em considerably, anyhow; and now part of tli e opening could plainly be seen.
"What's thi s ?" Young Wild West observed, as he dismounted and stepped up to the opening.
H e pulled the vines aside so h e could have a good look.
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''Ah!" he exclaimed. "How about this, Sunlight? Here
are the tracks of your burros in here. Is this the way you
go to get to yo ur village?"
·
"Yes, that is the way," was the reply.
"'Yell, t here are the prints of bootheels he1:e, too, which
shows that the bad paleface men, as you have been calling
~them, ha~e gone through here. I guess we may as well go,
too, if that is the case."
The Apache girls looked at each other apprehensively.
"We have made up our minds to live with Arietta and
her friends and do just as she says," replied Sunlight, after
a pause.
"'rhat is right!" added Yellow Flower.
"Well, then, you will go with us and explain to yom
people that we have not come there to harm them. If the
ba.d men are there we will drive them out in a hurry."
"And when you come away Yellow Flower and Sunlight
come, too?"
·
" Oh, certainly you will, if you still want to stick to us. ' 1
"1'hey will never stick to us, never fear," said Arietta.
"Sunlight and Yellow Flower are _going to learn the ways
of the palefaces and then they will be all right. We will
take them back to the Black Hills, if we ever go there
again."
" Oh, we'll go there again," Wild r etorted. "I have an
idea that things are booming up there now. In a couple of
months, or perhaps sooner, we'll go back."
"Well, the question before us now is whether we will get
through this peculiar passage or not," remarked Jim Dart.
"Go ! Of course we'll go !" exclaimed our :tJ.ero. "Sunlight, can we take our horses?"
" Oh, yes!" was the reply. " But lead them, and one go
ahead of the other."
"All right! Come on, now ! We will soon see what sort
of a place the village is."
"An' run across them measly coyotes what had you in
ther hut," added the scout.
As they knew they could depend upon what the two
Apache girls said, our friends proceeded through the crooked passage fearlessly.
Sunlight led her burro right behind Wild, and whenever
he paused she wo\.1ld tell him it was all right.
They reached the b?ttom of th~ chasm, crossed it and
entered the passage that led into the valley.
"This is a wonderful piece of business!' ' Jim Dart ex.!claimed.
'
"Ther Injun girl said it was clone by an avalanche,"
Charlie tried to explain.
"An earthquake, more likely," added Wild.
They came out in full Yiew of the village q few minutes
later, and then Sunlight pointed excitedly to a group gathered in front of the lodge of the medicine man.
Our friends looked and saw that there were white men
there, and that they appeared to be perfectly at their ease.
"There's ther measly coyotes!" cried Cheyenne Charlie.
"Hanged if they ain't gone an' made friend with ther
Injuns !"
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The moment our friends· wa s observed by the Apaches
and whites there was a suclclen stir among them.
The white men flouri shed their~ weapons threateningly
and the Apaches seemed to be on the verge of making a rush
to meet the newcomers.
"'rhose fellows have manag~d to get very friendly with
your people, Sunlight," Wild said. "See ! they all want
to fight. us."
"My people must not fight the white men!" the girl answered. "Wait! I wili go to them and tell the medicine
man that the palefaces he has made friend s with are bad. "
"Well, ~t might be a good idea if you straightened things
out a little."
Sunlight mounted her burro and rode straight for the
village, \Thile the rest remained at a halt.
It was not that they were afraid to go, but Wild thought
it would be best not to be in a hurry about it.
He watched the movements of the cr0\n1 as the girl approached them, and it dawned upon h1m gradually that she
was not going to get a very pleasant reception.
And so it proved.
As Sunlight rode up two braves suddenly stepped up to
her nnd seized her.
The tartled cry sh~ uttered could be plainly heard by
our friends.
Yellow Flower looked very much frightened.
"'l'he medicine man will make a sacrifice of Sunlight !"
she said. "He will have her burned on the pile of stones
behind his lodge."
"No, he won't!" retorted Young Wild West. "We won't
allow him to. If he tries anything li ke that there will be
something less than twenty Apache braves left in the village. We will begin on them and clean them out, unless
they surrender in short order!"
Yellow Flower looked relieYed.
"Young ''i'ild West is a great brave," she said. "He can
do what he says; his tongue is not crooked."
"All right, Yellow Flower, I am glad you think so. Now,
Charli e,. you and I will ride over there and have a talk with
them."
"All right!" said the scout.
"Jim, you stay here with the girls, so in case things turn
out different from what I expect you will Le able to retreat
into the passage."
"I'll clo that," retorted Jim.
Our hero and the scout rode off nt n swift gallop toward
the gathering in front of the 1DL1ge of the medicine man.
There was a Rtrangc silence am ong the Apaches ancl white
villains then.
The latter knew what Young Wild West could do, and it
is quite likely that the former were impressed by the boldness of the ad rnnee upon them by the two.
Both Wild and Charlie had their ri flcs hung oYer their
s11oulcl ers, but the~· did not make a move
get them in
their hancls ready for use.
,
lf there was any shooting to be done they depended upon
their revo] \'crs to do their part of it.

to
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Wild dill noL halt umil he W<l t> almocit among the crowJ .
'l'hen 11e saw that the majority of the Indians were
squaws.
"What is the trouble here?" he called out, flashing a
glance over the faces before him. "Sandy Ike, I have come
for that money you stol e from me ! If you don' t hand it
over inside of ten seconds you will be a dead man !"
As quick as a fla sh Wild cove.reel the Yillain with his
revolver, while Charli e, with a hooter in either hand,
watched the rest of the gang.
The .Apaches seemed dismayed at this sort of a performance.
But looks of disgust crossed their faces when they saw
Sandy Ike step up tremblingly ancl hand some money to
the clashing boy on the sorrel stallion.
At this juncture an olcl Indi an, who was in a very fncy
attire ancl who had many feather in hi s hair ancl strings
of beads about his neck, stepped up rather timidly.
"Man steal money from you?" he asked.
"Yes," answered Wild. "He is a cowardly thief. Sanely
Ike is no good! H e would steal everything you have if he
got the chance."
"Ther
,, first . measly coyote what . denies that . will git a
bullet I exclaimed Cheyenne Charh e, as he . noticed that a ·
couple of men acted as though they were gomg to speak.
Then they remained silent.
The ~audily attired Apache looked at the five men and
shook his head.
''They say you no good, and you say they no good!' he
remarked, shaking hi s head in a pu zzled way.
"Well, you will finu out which is which before long,
chief. Are you the medi cine man?"
"Yes, me big medicine man. I heal the sick, make the
rain and--"
"Well, never mind telling us what you can do-or what
you can' t do, rather. Where is Sunlight?"
"Sunlight must be punished for showing the pal efaces
the way to the valley."
")fo, he mu stn't be punished, either. If yo11 don't let
her go free ~orn etbing will happen to you, }J r. }I di cinc
)fan I 'l'hcrc are only hv'cnty of you now, and I gu ~ss I
can drop hall a <lozen myself, if it comes to a quick fight.
You don't want to lose any more of the men of your tribe,
do you?'·'
It was hard to understand just what the expression that
came over the fa ce of the medi cine man really meant.
"Su~light shall not be harm ed," he aid.
"All right. X ow, I don ·t suppose you ha re any objections if we camp near your lodge, ha>r you ?"
· "The paicfa cc boy can do m; he thinks best. H e is a
great brave, and he hal' an eye like the eagl e ancl a hand
that is steady. "
"Thank you for the compliment. ~ow, just see to it
that Sunlight 'i ~ not 11 m·n1~c1. Tl ?hr ii' ·th er e will he no
n\ rcli rinc man her e >cry iong. !"
Tlirn . whil r C'lrnTli r krpt hi i' rrr on t he :fiyc whi t0 rnrn,

"\YilJ turned. and .r ode back a little way and beckoned for
Jim to come on with the rest.
'l'hey came almost immediately, and when the Indians
saw Yellow Flower with them they looked at her angrily.
The queer' reli gion the medicine man bacl been teaching
them causcu them to hate her for being in the company c,f
'
the palefaces.
Wild noticed their looks, and he kn ew quite well what
they meant.
' 'Don·t none of you interfere wit h Yellow Flower!" he
called out so all could hear him. " \'i'e did not come here
to make trou ble for the Apaches, ancl we are going away
before another un comes and goes !"

CH.APTER XI.
smirn1 QUEER DOI ' GS .

Sandy Ike gave the word to hi men and they withdrew

to tb e rear of the lodge us soon as the rest of our fri ends
came up.
' l'I1erc wa s a group of t rpees ti1ere, ancl i·t· was t o tirnm
· pres n t quar t ers by ti1c
. . 1 f or tirnn·
th ey 1me.1 b.ecn a s1gnec
· I l · b l"
c1 t
d
l
th
ft
·
.
mec1icme man a er ev ia mana ge o ma ;:e 11111 e iere
they had come there f;r no harm.
Sandy Ike was not a very bright man, but he had sense
enough to observe that the medicin e man did not belie>e
Young Wild West any more than he did him.
That set him to thinking that it would be a good idea to
try and convin ce t he olcl Apache that they wer e honest, and
Young Wild West and hi s fri ends not.
One of the braves who could speak English well happened
to come around just then.
Sandy Ike called him.
The redskin came over.
"See here," the villain began, "if you let them people
stay h ere they will clean out everyth ing you' ve got here.
Them two quaw you sent over \1i th ther fire1rntcr fur us
has gone an· told ·em th at 1.hcrc·s lots of goltl here. an'
that' s what thc{ ve come after. 'l'hat boy with th cr long
hair is a bad one, an' don·t yer forgit it! H e made me
give that money to him 'cause he t r ied to r ob me yisterday,
an' I got away from him. H e hollere l out to me that he
1voulcl take ther money away fro m me thcr first time he met
me, an' he done it. H e kin shoot aldul straight, an' quick,
too, so there was no use in me r efu r; in' to give it to him.
H e'd ha Ye Ehot me stone dead .afor e I .aoul d have clone a
thing, an' th en there'd have been a time of it. Ther chances
is that he might have got downed, but some more of us
would have went, t oo, so wh at's ther use of it. Livin' is
better than dyin', any time."
"That is what the great medicine man t eaches us," nodded the bra1r . "'T'h r men arc few her e, and we must save
them to kr<' P i1p l11 c M ir hrnn rh. Om rrligion is the only
rrlig ion '. 11·(, hrli r rr in thr 0 r r :1t F ath er of the Happy
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Hunting Grounds, but we beli ere that a sacrifice must be have a lodge to live in, and they shall be fed of roast antemade to Him whenever things do not go right. The medi- lope," went on the medicine man.
cine man has said that the squaw Sunlight mu t be bu rned
"An' how about some firewater!'" spoke up Sandy Ike.
on the altar to-night, and she must be burned or our re"They shall have firewater, too."
ligion is lost !"
'
"Then we'll agree."
He pointed to a pile of stones not far distant, and Sandy
"The paleface chief has spoken wisely. Come !"
' lke and his followers nodded approval.
The five men followed him around to the front of the
"Of course th er ·quaw must be burned!" the villain lodge.
They saw that Young \~ild West and his friends had
said. " We'll help ther medicine man to do it, too."
fo
rmed
a camp on an open piece of ground near a fr inge
"Not me !" spoke up Sam. " I ain't in sich business as
of
tall trees, and also that they appeared to be taking thingE
that. I don't bclieYe in killin' unl e s yer can 't help yourrather comfor tably.
elf."
"I'd giYc a whole lot if ire coul d manage t-o wipe out
"You'll believe in somethin' afore ycr g it OFt of this
that gang,'' sa.id the leader of tb c Yillaim, in a whisper.
,;crape, mcb be," r etortecl the leader a Mtlc angrily.
w~leLb e ire kiu git tltcr lnjum t or help us do it after
":Most likely," was the rejoinder .
It was evident that Sam wished he 1rn::; any place but we're fined 'cm in their religion bu siness.''
Th e mcdie;inc man Jell lhc men along until he came to a
there.
hut
that had the appearan ce of being unoccupied.
The Apache soon walked away and joined Iii ,; own kind.
Then
he cam eo to a halt.
Bu t Sandy Ike knew that he had impressed him a great
''
This
for you," he sa id to Sandy Ike.
deal by what he had said.
'· ,\.11 right,. wa::: the grinning replJ. " I reckon t h at ain't
"We may a well take it easy here," h "aid. "'Xow, if
so bad."
Ui :alc wa s only here with us L'd £eel fir~t. rate."
'l'he door was ·opened for him, so lk stepped in and
'· l reckon Giizlc must hare gol hil:) rn c<licinc," ~poke up
~'tood looking out.
Sam.
·
H e saw that our fricrnJ s were watching what was taking
'·Who from ';"'
place wiU1 no little inlerest.
·'Som e of Y oun g \ rild \Yesf!:I gang. most likely."
" I reckon 1re've etruck a la udelide by comi n' here !" he
'· \Yell, i( J1c did iL is too bad."
exclaim ed under his breath. " \Ye kin ~la ~· nutil we git
As the lodge of lhc 111 cf1it;illl' man 11·a~ l.icbn:cn them and
hold of a p ile of gold au· then ~kip 011t. \ \'hat fools these
the spot our fri e nd~ ha<l ;;:eletteJ to pitch their camp,
lnj 1111,; are ! They beat anything l ever seen !''
neither could sec th e ot bcr.
The medicine man went .on, and at each unoccupied hut
Sam1y Ike and Iii,; m en did not car• about Jook iug at
he came to he stopped and a ~~igned it lo one o:f the men.
Young Wild \\' ('~t'~ par ty rnue; h, either.
'['be la~t to Le placed wa1< Sam.
They were sat iRfled lo be \\'here llwy were for the pres"I wonder what';; go in' ter happen next?" he lhought.
ent.
"H 1mg it all! .L don't. 1ra11t no ~ q11aw for a wife! I don't.
About hall an liom after lhc brar c they had been talking 1rn'11 L no 1ri:f.e, anyhow.
J ncrer yet had one, an' I don't
1rith had left them they wer e surpri sed lo roe th e 111cdicinc
in tend tc r."
man him elf, calling toward tli cm.
H e 1ratdred 11·hat lhe medicine man did with no little
The villains arose to their feet and saluted him in great
anxiety.
shape.
l'rc;:;ently he ~air him icatl a good-l ooking squaw to th e
As th ey were trying to curry farnr with him, they were 111;( i.ha t- had been
lumed orcr lo ~andy Ike.
rea<ly to do an ything that would be apt to please him.
''Well. fll be shol ~ .. lie ga:-:pccl , 1rhm 110 snw his lead e r
/
'l'be aluting <lid pl ease him wonderfully.
re<.:ei rc t lie ~qua1T with a polite bov:. "Ike ha s gone plumb
"I have come to say much to th e paleface men in little
cra zy ! But ther rest of ther men will do thcr same as he
word ," he said, as he pau sed before them and looked does, 'cause they
ain ·t got enough brains ter do their own
around as though he was afraid h e would be heard by some- thin kin'. Well,
afore I take on of them copper-colored
one e l ~e .
wimmen fur a 11ife I'll quit this hut an' go 'over ter Young
"Go ahead an' say it, great chief!" retorted Sandy I ke, Wild West an' take my chances."
making another elaborate bow.
'rhe man nodded in a manner that told that he meant
"If the pa le faces will take the religion of the Apaches to do as he said.
1Tho have left the reserv_ation and marry the squaws who I Five minutes later another squaw was led to the second
wa,~t hus,bands they can 1_1ve here always and be great me~.'' Iman, and. then th e. third received his . wife to be . .
That s a putty good idea, I reckon. W1rnt do yer thmk
Sam did not wait fo r the fourth wife to be deli vered.
of it, boys ?"
He watched his chance and left the hut, going around
All but Sam nodded approvingly.
by t he back way.
"I ain't had time to think," he ~a id.
· 'rhen h e lost n o time in getting to the camp of our
"If the palcfaceR will agree to take our religion they shall Ifrien ds.
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"Say!" said he, breathlessly; "I'm only a r ascally man,
Young vVilcl 1,v es t, but I can·t stand anything like that !
Let me stay with yer, won·t yer :'"
"Let me sec," r etorted our hero, lo,oking at him sharply.
"You ar e the follo w \rho was again, t killing anyone, unless
it was done to sarc your elf, I bclieYe."
"Y?s, that"s me. I am Sam-just plain Sam ."
"Auel you don "t like the way your friends arc doing ?"
"No, ] won't take no wiie, 'cam:c I don ·t want none.' '
'rhe girl:; looked at the man with no li ttle interest. .,
seemed to be a peculiar sod o.f a villain to them.
"Wild ,'' :::aid Arietta;' let the mun stay with us. I really
believe he i~ not as bad t1 H the r est."
" Oh , lam of that opin[on, too," was the r eply. "Ile is
i1ot as bacl as the re~t."

He

The face o.f Sam lighted up.
Then he told them just what wa::; in the wind.
"Ah !'' exclaimed our hero. "'rl1ey want to 8trengthen
their cam;c, do they? \Yell, I must say th"at they are poor
judges, or they would not choo~c i"UCh ubjects to convert
to their religion. However, I suppose tbey are as good morally as the m edicine man i~."
"They must be a. ba.cl lot, 'cause they are goin' ter burn
ther squaw what was with you folkfl .. ,
"They arc, eh !" cried vrilcl . "When?"
"To-night one of ther Injuns told u s. They are goin' to
burn her alive on a pi le of stones back of ther shanty ther
medicine man lives in, which they call an altar, or somethin' like th at. "
" Well, I rather think they won·t burn anyone on the
altar. What do yo u say, boys( '' and Wild turned to Charlie
and Jim.
"I r eckon now while we're able to holtl a shooter they
won' t !" retorted the scout.
"That's what's the matter! " exclaimed Jim.
Yellow Flower had heard and understood the conversation .
'I'he girl was mu ch alarmed.
"They make sacrifice of Sunlight," she said.
"No, they won't!" answered Arietta. "We won't let
them."
Wild turned to her and asked her w1rnt the ceremony
would be when the white men took the r eligion of the
fanatical Apaches.
"They must dance with their bare ieet on hot stones;s
was the rep!~'· "Then they must kneel three time~ to the
sun and say what the medicine man tells them to."
"That ain 't so bad," chuckled Che)'enne Charli e.
kin jest enjoy seein' them measly coyotes tlancin' on hot
stones. Great gimlets ! I reckon tb e~''rr gitti n' reacly for
it now! They'r e earryin · wood to start a fire: an' some
of ther sq uaws is luggin' stones up to ther fro nt of ther
lodge."
"Right you are, Charlie," nodded our hero. "Now, I
gue s we'll sec something that is funny.
Th e medic in e man 11ad found out before thil' th at Sam
had quit the hut he had been ass igned to and taken up his

.:r

quarters with the crowd they consider ed to be their enemies.
But he m ade no move to induce him to come back and
join his former companions.
"I reckon he t hinks four will be enough to dan ce on ther
bot stones," the ·cou t said, when Sam spoke up and said it
'ra s strange that they clitl not come after him.
"It is not tha.t altogether,'' ;::poke up J"irn. "'11 hey don't
\rant to bother wit h u~, l gue:; ."
Tbis wa s probal>ly the cause.
'J'hc m edicine man did not want to lose any more of his
men if. he could help it.
Meanwh.ilc om friends \Yore watching the proceedings
with interest.
Stones were being scattered ovcl' the ground in a space of
perhaps eight feet r;qu are.
\\'hen the square '1"<1S filled \mod and brush was piled
upon them, then the medicine man appeared, wearing
the skull of a buffalo on his head and a big i:itring of rattlesnake skins hanging from 11is neck.
He danced and bowed before the pile fo r a couple of
minutes, and· then turning to the sun, knelt three times
before it.
"They are SUll worshippers, I guess," Jim observed.
"Yes, their n ew religion is nothing more than the old
that their ancestors believed in four hun ched years ago,"
r etorted Wild. " That rneL1icinc man no doubt thinks he
is making a gr eat impression upon u s."
Ju st then the medicine irnm li ghted the pile and soon it
was blazing merrily.
Our friends watched the scene 11'ith interest.
Non e of t he white m en could be seen, as they were in
the huts they had been assigned to.
It was not un ti l the pile of brushwood h ad burned to
ashes that they appeared.
And when they were led out by their brides they were
with out their boots.
" They'r e barefooted, all right!" said Cheyenne Charlie,
a broad grin covering 11is face . "Now you '11 see ome fun."
Four Rquaws now spr ang lo the h ot ashes and began to
sweep it from the stones with r ude brooms.
They cl id it quickly uO the heat that had got ,into the
stones could not get out.
When the stones wer e bared each candidate for the reli gion of the fanati cs was seized by two brave and led u p
to t he hot dancing place.
T lie .expressions on the faces of the villains wer e anything but pleasant ones.
Sa m bega n to grin.

CHAPTER XU.

.

CONCLUSION.

The medicine m an now picked up a ort of c1rum ancl
began beating upon it.
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'l'hen eYer_y man, woman and chpd in the village hurried ' Then he led ihe squaw who had been assigned to him
to the spot and formed a ring around the four candidates. over and made them join hands.
'·I guess we can venture a little closer," r emarked Young
He then went through a jargon that was scarcely in tel·
Wild West. "\Ve may as well see the performance right Iligible to those of his own race and wound up by declaring
while we are at it."
them man and wife.
" I reckon that's so," retorted Cheyenne Charlie. "There
rr hen he went to the others and did the same lhing.
ain't much to be afrai<l of in that gang. If they ,gi t their
That wound up the ceremonies.
danders up an ' start to clean us out I'll jest clip over ther
Young \~: il<l v\' est thought it now about time to interfere
medicine man, an' then that'll wind it up, about ."
in behalf of the girl who was condemned to be burned to
death.
All hands no1r moved up closer to the circle.
Just as they got near enough to see all that was going on
''I'll go and have a talk with that fanatic," he said .
the ugly-looking medicine man ceased beating the drum "Charlie, you and Jim come a little 1ray and be on . the
for a minute and commanclcd the four men to step on the lookout for danger. I hardly think they will put up a fight,
hot ston es and begin to dance.
but if they do just be ready for them ."
'l'hey ha:d been dive' tcd of their weapons, as our friends
The two nodded and followed the daring boy over to t he
could Eee, so there was no chance for them to put up a fight, lodge, in front of which the medicine man was standing,
going through a sort of chant before retiring to remove his
even if they desired to.
But they hesitated about obeying the command.
head-clress and robes.
They knew they were going to have the skin burned from
"See here !" exclaimed Young ·\Yilcl West, walking up
the soles of their feet, and th ey did not like the thoughts and slapping the fellow on the should er. "Do you know
of it.
one thing, old man? I want you to send Sunlight to our
camp
inside of ten minutes!"
Ho1rever, when the braves in charge of them pushed the
'rhe
medicine man shook his hea<l as though to frighten
villains up they hopped upon the stones and began dancing
him,
and,
benoming exasperated, Wild knocked the buffalo
like mad.
skull from his head ..
'I'hen the medicine man beat time for them with t he
"We won't stand any more fooling," he went on, leveling
drum.
·n was certainly torture for the four men.
bis revolver at him. "H Sunlight is not in our camp, un The Apaches >1;ould have stooc1 it without a murmur, but, harmed, inside of ten minutes I nm going to shoot daylight
with them it was different.
I through your ugly carca s. We came here to do no harm,
"o w-wow.!"· ye11eno S ano1'
o Il
fi
t
t
l
t
th
.
f
\e tic
. going to cut up like this we will have to
1 rs o e ou is ee1- but .if you arc
.
.
,
·
'
, straighten thmgs out. Do you understand what I say?"
mgs m a vocal way. 'Let us git off ther hot, tones, won L "Tl
t
a· .
t o 1 t tl
l f
ie baren me icme man unc1ers ancis w rn
1c pa e ace
. f ?''
Yer ch1e
· '
·
boy savs," was the reply. "But the palefaces are wrong.
"Go on and clanc~ !".was the reply, and then the braves They
wither and die in;the sun for coming here! They
and, squa~s. began smgmg a chant. . .
.
. win dry up and blow away like the leaves from the,.trees."
'Ihc victims of the strange rel igion began yellmg m
"Never mind about that. Do as I say, or you will be
unison now.
ready for burial in a very few minutes."
Every time one of them made a break to get through the
T he old Indian was very mad, but he was trembling with
f ear, t oo.
circle he would be fo r ced back in a hurry.
If they landed on their hands and knees they got up
He flung off his finery and started from the spot, Wild
with astonishi ng quickn ess.
keeping him covered in the meantime.
The girls turned away from t he spot as the howls of the
I nto a hut he went close by, and the next minute J1c
four became piteous.
came out leading Sunlight by the arm. ·
Then all hands went Lack to t he camp.
Then he looked up at the s1m and mumbled over some" I'm awful glad I had sense enough ter git out of ther thing and relea sed his hold upon the girl.
gang," observed Sam, shaking his head. "I reckon I'll
She at once ran toward Wild.
walk a straigl1t path after this."
"Go on back to the camp, Sunlight," our hero said. " I
The dancing wa s kept up until the four vill ains could no guess you are not going to be burned alive to-night."
longer keep at it.
"Arietta's lover is a great brave!" she answered. "SunWhen they fel l from sheer exhaustion they were dragged light will never forget him."
from the hot stones by the braves attending them ancl car " That's all right. You stick to us and you will be far
ried to their huts.
better off than you will be if you stay here among such u
But their feet were so bad ly bnrnecl that it would be gang of crazy Apa ches. "
scYeral days before they would be able to walk upon them .
The Indian girl was very glad to get back to the girls.
However, t11 e medi cine man was not done.
The medicine man now hastened to his lodge, so Wilcl
He went to the lrnt o-f Sandy I ke nnd compelled him to went back to the camp, followed by his two partners.
crawl out and bow three times to the sun .
" Well, I guess it is not hard t o manage this crowd;" our
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Sure enough, one of the older braves came up, bowing
hero said. "They must be composed of all the cowards
they could pick ou t of t he tribe. No wonder they are fa- respectfully as ,he got there.
"Well, what do you want?" a ked Wild.
natics I They don' t know anything else."
"The great medicine man says the sun will not set till
Wil d gave the order to l\'ing and Hop and they started 11
the bad palefaces go away with Sunlight and Yellow
fire and proceeded to get dinne r ready.
'l'hey had a gobd suppl y of eatables still, so all they Flower," was the reply.
"Then he consi ders that we are the bad palefaces, eh?"
lleeded was water.
"Everything ll'ill wither in the sun and die I" went on
''One of you redskins come her e an' a it u s some water I"
called out Uharlie to a group of the _\ pa chc~ n ear the lodge. th e Indian, not n oti cing what the boy said.
'' cc her e !"' exclaimed our hero. "If the great medicine
It was astoni shing to see h ow qui ckly one o:f thein came
rnan \rn nb:: 111' to go awa~· he must give u s each a present
for the pail he held in hi e hand.
of golLl . lt must be as big as this," and he picked
'·You'd better go with him, Charli e,'' su gge~lell Anna. oi a bag
that mn ~t haYc wei ghed a pound.
stone
a
up
,, Suppa ·e the l ndians wcr l o put poi ~on in the water r"
nodded.
Apache
'l'hc
'"l'hafs right. I'll go with him.'"
low and ha t cncd ,back to the lodge.
bo1rcd
lie
licn
'r
'l'he scoui follo\Ycd the Apac11c io a n eighboring spring
clcvrn i n th e party, counting the two
:in"t
were
rrc
Th
and waited for J1im t o 1111 the pail.
RaJn. an cl t en minutes later they sa \r
und
maiden,;
lnrlian
Then' 11c came ba ck, none of the r est offering to interfere
ju ~t that number oi squaws approaching, each with a
in the least 1ray with them.
weighty bu ckskin bag.
'l'he dinner was cooked and eat en jn:-3t as though there
"'I'humlcr !" ejaculated Sam . •· .\ in"t l glad I come t er
were no ·such thing as an Jndinn village within· a hundred
you people, th ough.' '
miles o'f them.
'I'h c squaw,; came up and laid down the bags of gold.
'l'hei r cooln c~ " ha cl gr eat cfl'cct on th r ,\ pachc;:.
Then they bowed ancl quickly r etired.
Probably it lic1d mor e lo do with their c;uc ·csF<fu l way
"One for each of u !" exclaimed Wild. "~ow, each oi
of m anaging thin g~ tlwn anything else.
you examine what you take and make Ul'e that they are not
"When arc ycr gain' away fro m Jicrc? ~' asked Sam, as
fooling us."
he lighted hi .-: pipe, after having eaten th e best meal he had
"'l'hcr weight is there, so th ere·s no !oolin' abou t it,"
ta.~ tecl in cla ys.
retorted Charlie, as he pi cked up one of the bags.
"Before <l ark, I gu c~3,'' r eplied Wild.
And they found that it wa pure gold in all of them.
" Will yc r let me go with ycr ?'~
"I guess thi s trip has panned out pretty well," observed
'· C'crbtinl y. "\Yr won't go and leave you to the amc \'ri IJ. " \"V c'll go back to the ranch, and maybe some other
' fate a:-: your cornp::rni ons got. You obj ected to it, and they ti me we ·n take a notion to follow the blaz d trail again ."
did not."
The Indians . watch ed them in ilcnce as they mounted
"Thank ycT, Young Wild West."
their horse and rode away.
"Oh, n c\-er rnincl tltanking me."
As they enter ed the pa ssage the two squaws looked back
" Will yr r l t me make a suggestion?"
upon the place they were leaving and sighed.
"Yc~. (; o :i lwatl. ''
They were going to make a change, and it was all for the
"Ther ""' pl enty of gold her e, an' ther Injuns don't have best.
no u se fo r it. "
'l'h er e is not much more to add to thi s story.
·· o wr h,!Yc heard."
Sam got his horse from those in the rear of the shantJ
.. Why tl01i"t yer make 'cm giYc ycr some of it afore yer ancl accompan ied our friend s to the n ext town.
go :nrny, then?"
Young Wild We -t and his friends r eached the ranch
' ' That would be a good id ea, Sam. You are all right at they were stopping at without adventure, and thu s en ds the
rnaking suggestions, it seems."
story of the blazed trail and Aristta as a scout.
" Well, I ain't speakin' fur myself. I only thought that
yon people is entitled to about anything that kin be had,
THE END.
i hat's all."
R ead "YOUNG WILD WEST'S FOUR OF A KIND ;
"Well, if we h appen to get hold of any gold you can rest
OR, A CURIO S COMBINNrIO r," which will be the
assured that you will have a share of it."
next number (129) of "Wilcl West Weekly.''
"Thank yer, Young Wild West."
"There you go t hanking me again. It isn't necessan
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AI.I. 'I'HE N'tT:M:SERS ARE AI.WAYS IN PRINT.
READ ONE

AND YOU WILL READ THEM ALL.

LATEST ISSUES:
260 Fred Fearnot and the Money King; or, A Big Deal In Wail
Street.
261 Fred Fearnot's Gold Hunt; or, The Boy '!'rappers of Goose Lake.
262 Fred 1''earnot and the Ranch Boy; or, Lively Times with the
•
Broncho Busters.
263 Fred Fearnot after the Sharpers; or, Exposing a Desperate
Game.
264 Fred Fearnot and the Firebugs; or, Saving a City.
265 Fred Fearnot in the Lumber Camps; or, Hustling in the Backwoods.
266 Fred Fearnot and the Orphan; or, The Luck of a Plucky Boy.
267 Fred l<'earnot at Fort$ Mile Creek ; or, Knocking About In the
·west.
268 Fred I•'earnot and the Boy Speculator; or, From a Dollar. to a
Miilion.
269 Fred Fearnot·s Canoe Club ; or, A Trip on the Mississippi.
270 !!'red Fearnot and the Errand Boy; or, Bound to Make Money.
271 Fred F'earnot's Cowboy Guide; or, The Perils of Death Valley.
272 Fred Fearnot and the Sheep Herders ; or, Trapping the Ranch
Robbers.
273 Fred Fearnot on the Stage; or, Before the Footlights for Charity.
274 Fred l!'earnot and the Masked Band; or, The Fate of the Moun ..
tain Express.
275 Fred Fearnot's Trip to Frisco; or, '£rapping "the Chinese Opium
Smugglers.
276 Fred 1''earnot and the Widow's Son; or, The Worst Boy in New
York.
277 Fred Fearnot Among the Rustlers ; or, The "Bad" Men of Bald
Mountain.
278 Fred Fearnot and His Dog ; or, The Boy Who nan for Congress.
279 Fred Fearnot on the Plains ; or, Trimming the Cowboys.
280 Fred Fearnot and the Stolen Claim ; or, Rounding Up the Gulch
Gang.
281 Fred F'earnot·s Boy; or, Sell!ng '.rips on Shares.
282 Fred Fearnot and the Girl Ranch Owner, And llow She Held Her
Own.
283 Fred Fearnot's Newsboy Friend; or, A Hero in Rags.
284 Fred l?earnot in the Gold Fields; or, Exposing the Claim "Salt-

ers."

285 Fred Fearnot and the Office Boy ; or, Bound to be the Boss.
286 Fred F'earnot after the Moonshiners ; or, The "Bad" Men of Kentucky.
287 Fred Fearnot and the Little Drummer; or, The Boy who Feared
Nobody. ~

298 Fred Fearnot and the Poor Widow ; or, Making a Mean Man Do
Right.
299 Fred Fearnot's Cowboys ; or, Tackling t he Ranch Raider&. . .
300 Fred Fearnot and the Money Lenders ; or, Breaking Up a Swindling Gang.
301 Fred Fearnot's Gun Club ; or, Shooting for a Diamond Cup.
302 Fred Fearnot and the Braggart; or, Having Fun with an Egotist.
303 Fred Fearnot's- Fire Brigade; or, Beating the Insurance Frauds.
304 Fred Fearnot's Temperance Lectures; or, Fighting Rum and Ruin.
305 Fi·ed Fearnot and the "Cattle Queen"; or, A Desperate Woman 's
•
_ Game.
306 Fred Fearnot and the Boomers; or, The Game that F ailed .
307 Fred Fearnot and the "Tough" Boy; or, Reforming a Vagrant.
308 Fred Fearnot's. $10,000 Deal ; or, Over the .continent on Horseback.
309 Fred Fearnot and the Lasso Gang; or, Crooked Work on the
Ranch.
310 Fred Fearnot and the Wall Street Broker; or, !1elping the Widows and Orphans.
311 Fred Fearnot and the Cow Puncher; or, The Worst Man in Arizona.
312 Fred Fearnot and the Fortune Teller; or, The Gypsy's Double
Deal
313 Fred Fearnot 'e Nervy Deal; or, The Unknown Fiend of :Wall
Street.
314 Fred Fcarnot and "Red Pete"; or, The Wickedest Man in Arizona.
315 Fred Fearnot and the Magnates; or, How he Bought a Ra ilroad.
316 Fred Fearnot and "Uncle Pike"; or, A Sli ck Chap from Warsaw.
317 Fred Fearnot and His Hlndo Friend; or, Saving the Juggler' s
Life.
318 Fred Fearnot and the "Confidence Man"; or, The Grip that Held
Uim Fast.
319 Fred Fearnot's Greatest Victory; or, The Longest Purse in Wall
Street.
320 Fred Fearnot and the Impostor ; or, Unmasking a l'.>angerous
Fraud.
321 Fred Fearnot in the Wild West; or, The Last Fight of the Bandits.
322 Jfred Fearnot and the Girl Detective; or, Solving a \Vall Street Mystery.
823 Fred Fearnot Among the Gold Miners: or, The FighL ror a Stolen Claim.
32!l Fred Fearnotand the Broker's Son; or, The Smartest Boy in Wall St.
3 2 5 Fred Fearnot and "Judge Lynch"; or, Ohaslng the Horse Thieves.
3 2 6 Fred Fearnot and the Bank Messenger; or, The Boy who made a Fortune.
327 Fred Fearnot and the Kentuoky Moonshiners; or, The "Bad" Men ot
.
the Blue Grass Region.
32 8 Fred 1''earnot and the Boy Acrobat; or, Out With His own Circus.
329 Fred Fearnot's Great Crash ; or, Losing His Fortune in Wall
Street.
330 Fred Fearnot's Return to .Athletics; or, His Start to Regain a
Fortune.
331 Fred Fearnot's Fencing Team ; or, Defeating the "Pride of Old

288 !!rifari:t~rnot and the Broker's Boy; or, Working the Stock
289 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Teamster ; or, The Lad Who Blutl'ed
·
Him.
290 Fred Fearnot and the Magician, and How he Spoiled His Magic.
291 Fred Fearnot's Lone Hand; or, Playing a Game to Win.
292 Fred Fearnot and the Banker's Clerk; or, Shaking up the Brokers.
JiJli."
293 Fred Fearnot and the Oil King; or, the Tough Gang of the Wells.
294 Fred Fearnot's Wall Street Game; or, Fighting the Bucket Shops. 332 B'red Fearnot's "F:_ree F or All" ; or, His Great Indoor Meet.
295 Fred Fearnot's Society Circus; or, The Fun that Built a SchoolHouse.
296 Fred Fearnot's Wonderful Courage; or, The Mistake of the Train
Robber.
297 Fred Fearnot's Friend from India, and the W_pnderful Things He
Did.
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CONTAINS ALL SORTS OF STORIES.

32 PAGES.

EVERY STORY COMPLE'J.'.E.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

BEAUTIFULL Y COLORED COVERS.
L~TEST

ISSUES :

287 Broker Bob; or, The Youngest Operator in Wall Street. lly
li. K. Shackleford.
288 Boy Parda; or, Making a Home on the Border. By An Old
Scout.
289 The Twenty Doctors; or, the Mystery of the Coast. By Capt.
Thos. H. Wilson .
2()0 The Boy Cavalry lilcout; or, Life in the Sadd le. By Gen'!. Jas.
A. Gordon.
291 The Boy Firemen ; or, "Stand by the Machine." By Ex-Fire Chief
Warden.
292 Rob, the Runaway; or, From Office Boy to Partner. By Allyn
Draper.
293 The Shattered Glass; or, A Country Boy in New York A True
'l'emperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
294 Lightning Lew. the Boy Scout; or, P erils in the \Yest. By Gen'!.
. Jas. A. Gordon.
295 The Gray House on t he Rock; or, The Ghosts of Ballentyne Hall.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
296 A l'oor Hoy's l<' ight: or, The Hero of th e School. By Howard
~~ .

297 Captain Jack Tempest; or, The Prince of the Sea. By Capt. Thos
H. Wilson.
298 Billy Button, the Young Clown and Bareback Rider. By Berton
Bertrew.
299 An Engineer at 16 ; or, The Prince of the Lightning Express. B;v
Jas. C. Merritt.
300 To the North Pole in a Balloon. By Berton Betrew.
301 Kit Carson's Little ScouL; or, The Renegade's Doom. By An Old
Scout.
302 From the Street ; o r, The Fortunes of a Bootblack. By N. S. Wood
the Young Ameri can Actor).
303 Old Putnam's Pet ; or, The Yonng Patriot Spy. A Story of the
· Revolution. By Gen . Jas. A. Gordon.
304 The Boy Spe ulators of llrookton; or, Millionaires at Nineteen.
.
By Allyn Draper.
305 Rob Rudder, the Hoy Pilot of the Mississippi. By Howard Austin.
306 The Downward Path ; or, The Road to Ruin. A True Temperan ce
Story. By H. K. Shackleford .
307 Up J.<' rom the Ranks ; or, U'rom Corporal to General. A Story of
the Great Rebe llion . By Gen'I Jas. A. Gordon.
308 Expelled l<' rom School ; or, The Rebels of Beechdale Academy.
By Allyn Draper .
309 La rry, the Life Saver ; or, A Born l•'ireman. By Ex-Fire Chief
Warden.
310 The Brand of Siberia ; or, The Boy Tracker of the Steppes. By
Allan Arnold .
311 Across the Continent with a Circus; or, The Twin Riders of the
Ring. By Berton Bertrew.
312 On Board a Man-of-War: or, Jack Farragut in the U. S. Navy.
By Capt. '!'hos. H . Wilson.
313 Nick and J ed, the King Trappers of the Border. By An Old
Scout.
314 Red Light Dick, The Engineer Prince; or, 'l'he Bravest Boy on
the Railroad. By Jas. C. Merritt.
315 Leadville Jack. the Game Cock of the West. By An Old Scout.
316 Adrift in the Sea of Grass; or, The Strange Voyage of a i\Iissing
Ship. By Capt. Thos . .lf. Wilson.
317 Out of the Gutter ; or, I<'ighting the Battle Alone. A True Ternperance Story. By H. K. Shackleford.
318 The Scouts of the Santee ; or, Redcoats and Whigs. A Story of
the American Revolution. By Gen'! Jas. A. Gordon.
319 Edwin Forrest's Boy Pupil ; or, The Struggles and 'I'riumpbs of
a Boy Actor. By N. S. Wood, the Young American Actor.
320 Air Line Will, 'l'he Young Engineer of the New Mexico Express.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
321 The Richest Boy in Arizona ; or, The Mystery of the Gila. By
Howard Austin.
322 Twenty Degrees Beyone the Arctic Circle; or, Deserted in the
Land .of Ice. By Berton Bertrew.
323 Young King Kerry, the Irish Rob Roy; or, The Lo st Lilly of
Killarney . By Allyn Draper.

324
32()
326
327
328
320
330
331
332
333
~

33()
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
340
350
351
3~2
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353
354
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Canoe Ca rl : or, A College Boy's Cruise in the Far North. By AlIan Arnold.
Randy Rollins. the 13oy Fireman. A Story of Heroic Deeds. By
.Ex-1.<'ire-Chief Warden.
Green J\Iountain Joe, the Old Trapper of Malbro Pond. By An
Old Scout.
The Prince of Rockdale School ; or, A !fight for a Railroad. By
Howard Austin.
Lost in the City; or, The Lights and Shadows of New York. By
H. K. Shackleford.
Switchback Sam, the Young Pennsylvania Engineer; or, Railroading in the Oil Country . By Jas. C. Merritt.
Trapeze Tom, the ~oy Acrobat; or, Daring Work in the Air. By
Berton Bertrew.
Yellowstone Kelly, A Story of Adventures in the Great West. By
An Old Scout .
Th e Poisoned Wine; or, !!'oiling a Desperate Ga.me By H. K.
ShacklCford.
Shiloh Sam; or, General Grant's Best Boy Scout. By Gen'!. Jas.
A. Gordon.
Alone in New York ; or, Ragged Rob, the 'ewsboy. By N. S
Wood ('I'he Young American Actor).
'l'he Floating 'l' reasure; or, 'l'he Secret of the Pirate's Rock. By
Capt. Thos. FI. Wilson.
Tom 'I'hrottle, The Boy Engineer of the Midnigh t IJ:xpress; or,
Railroading in Central America. By Jas. C. Merritt
The Diamond Eye ; or, The Secret of the Idol. By Richard n.
Montgomery.
Ned North, '.rhe Young Arctic Explorer; or, The Phantom Valley
of the North Pole. By Berton Bertrew.
l•'rom C'abin to Cabinet; or, 'l'he Plu ck of a Plowboy. By H . K.
Shackleford.
Kit Carson's lloys: or, With the Great Scout on His Last Trail.
lly An Old Scout.
Driven to Sea; or. The Sailor's 'ecret. A Story of the Algerine
Corsairs. By Capt. Thos. 11. Wilson.
Twenty Boy Spies; or, Th e Secret Band of Dismal Hollow. A
Story of the Am eri can Revolution. By Gen'!. J as. A. Gordon.
Dashing Hal, the Hero of the Ring. A Story of the Circus. By
_
Berton Bertrew.
The Haunted Ilut ; or, The Ghosts of Rocky Gulch. By Allyn
Draper.
Dick Dashaway's Sc·hool Days ; or, 'l'he Boy l{ebels of Kingan College. By Howard Austin .
.Jack Lever, the Young Engineer of "Old l<'orty"; or, On Time
with the Night IJ:xpress. By Jas. ('. Mer ritt.
Out With Peary; or, In Search of the North Pole. By Berton Bertrew.
'l'he Boy Prairie Courier; or, Grueral Custe r's Youngest Aide. A
True Story of the Rattle aL Little Big Horn. By An Old Scout.
Led Astray in New York; or, A Country Boy's Career in a Great
City. A True Temperance Story. By Jno. B . Dowd.
Sharpshooter Sam. the Yankee Boy Spy ; or, Winning His Shoulder Straps. Gen'!. Jas. A. Gordon.
Tom Train, the Boy Engineer of the l!'ast Express; or, Always at
His rost. By Jas. C. Merritt.
We Three; or, The White Boy Slaves of the Soudan. By Allan
Arnold.
Jack Izzard, the Yankee Middy. A Story of the War With Tri poli. By Capt. Thos. ll. Wilson.
The Senator's Boy ; or, The Early Struggles of a Great Statesman. By H. K. Shackleford.
Kit Carson on a Mysterious 'I'rail ; or, Branded a Renegade. By
An Old Scout.
The Lively Eight Social Club; or, 'From Cider to Rum. A Trne
Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
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T HE S T AG E .
~ No. 31. HOW T O BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containlnc foul"'

No. 41. 'THF,J ;BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE teen illustrations, giving the ditf~rel:!t po1ition1 req1;1i~ite to becomG
lBOOK.-Contammg a great variety of the latest jokes used by the a good speaker, reader and elocut1omst. Also contammr; gem1 fro•
!Il<?lt famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without a!l the popular :iuthors of pros~ and poetry, arranred in the motif.
&h11 wonderful little book.
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEVI ' YORK STUMP SPEAKERNo. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting d.,
i:lontai!ling a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negrn. Dutch bates, outlines for. de~ates, qu.estions for disc~ssion,_ and the belfl
'.Ind Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for hom e amuse- sources for procurmg mformat1on on the quest10ns given.
ment and amateur shows.
•
s,o~IETY.
.
.
No. 45. ~HE BOYS OF NEW YORK MI~STREL GUIDE
A.ND JOKl!l BQOK.:--Somethmg new a?d very instructive. Every
No. 3. H;OW TO J)'L~R'I.-:rhe arts. and wiles <?f flirtation a~
boy. s~ould ob tam this book, as 1t con tams full instructions for or- fully P.xpl~1£!ed by tins httle book .. Besides the vari_ous !Deth.ods o«
~amzmg an amatenr minstrel troupe.
\ ha.r.dkerch1ef._ fan, glove, parasol, wmdow and bat f11rtat10n, 1t coll·
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original ~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ll!I
joke ~ooks ever publishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It 1 m.terest1ng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happf
l!On taws a large collect10n of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc.. of ! without one.
.
.
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of . No. 4. H.OW .TO DANqE 1s t~e title of a new an~ handso m~
~he day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should \ l~ttle .book Just issued py E r'.Lnk 'Iousey. It contams full instr_uc>
:obtain a copy immediatelv.
tions m .the art of dancmg, etiquette rn .the ball-room and at part1e1,
No._ 79. HQW TO BECOME AN .A.CTOR.-Containing com- how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squa re
plete mstruct10ns . how to make up for various characte rs on the dan~es.
,
.
•tage.; tog~ther wi t h the duties of the S tage l\Ianag<·r. Prompter,
No. ~· ;80W ~<;> MA~(~ LO\ lp.-.A. C?mplete gmde t\) love,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stn;:e Manager. courtship .rnd ma~riage, g1vmg. sensible advice, .rules !ind etiquette
N?· 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Contain ing the lat- to be o~served, with many curious and mterestmg thmgs not geD•
<!Rt Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and eravy k~own.
,
. .
.
.
.
ever popular (Jerman comedian. Sixty-four pages· handsome
No. l 1. HOW TO DRESS.-Contammg full mstructrnn m t hci
l!:olored cover containing a half-tone photo of the autho~.
art o~ dressing and appea~ing well at home and abroad, giving thci
selections of co lors, material. and bow to have them made up.
HOUSE K EEPIN G.
·1 ~o. 18. HOW 'TO BEC9ME BEAUTIF!JL.-One of the.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN -C 0 t . .
1 brightest and_ most valuable little books ever g}ven to the world.
,,
·
.
•
.
.
:
r:i ammg Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
•cu 11 rnstr'.ictwns foi constructmg a wmdow garden ~1 t h er ID t~wn female. 'i'he secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
<Dr country, and the most approved methods for ra1 smg beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flow ers at home. The most complete book of the krnd ever published.
B I RD S A N D ANIMALS
No. 3.0. HOW '1'0. COOK.-One ?f the .most instru <'tive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsom~ly illustrated a ntl
<lln cookrng ever pubhshed. It. contarns. recipes for cooking .meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; al.so pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kmds of canary. mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
~~~~~y, and a grand collect10n of recipes by one of ou1· most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POU LTRY, PIGEONS AND
No. 37 HOW TO KEEP HOUSE It
t · · f
t'
f
R.A.BBITS.-A usefu l and instructive book. Handsomely illu•
. .
..
. - . con . ams m orma ion or trated. B y Ira Drofraw .
.everybody, boys, girls, ~ en and women; 1t will teach you how to I No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hinttJ
gira~t almost auythmg l!- 10 und the hou se_, su~h as parlor C!rnaII!ents, on how to cateh mol es, weasels, otter , rats, squirrels and bird11.
a ets, cements, .A.eohan harps, and bird lime for catchmg birds. Al so how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringtoll
ELECTRICAL.
Ke;ne.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-.A. deNo. 50. HO~ T9 STQFF . BIRDS . .A.NJ? .A.~IMALS.-;-A
'•Cription of the wonderful us s f 1 ct 1· 1·t
d 1 t
t'1 . valuable bo'!k, g1ymg 111s.truct1ons I? collectmg, preparmg, mount1nfl
.
.
. . e o e e r. c Y an ~ ec re magne s!11 • / and preservmg birds, ammals and msects.
together with full mstru ct10ns for makmg Elect~·'<: TOJu, Batte r1~s,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP .A.ND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com•
~tc. By George Trebel, .A.. M., M. D . Contammg over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising keepine
lustrat1ons.
I
· b d'
d
·
II k' d f
t
I
~ ·
f Ji
~ .N?· 64f fi10,~
M.A.f KE ELEC'rRIC:<\.L l\IAqHNE.S.-C?n· f;~~~~tio~~e f~~gi'n:kingm~ang~~'.ne~c~ F~fty se~pl~fn~J evs1;~~~~~eigbt
a!mng 11 u1re~ t1ons or ma km g electrical machmes, 111du~t.1on illustrations PJaking it the most complete book of 'the kind evell'
co1ls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. publish d '
By R. A. R. Bennett. F'ully illu strated.
e ·
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large colle~tiol'.! of ins~ructive and highly amusing electrical tricks, I
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and Iii•
toiether with 11Justrat1ons. By .A.. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex•
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Tblfl
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. \:I. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book canno t be equaled .
No. 14. HOW TO M:AKE CANDY.~.A. complete hand-book fH
•Kenn edy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy rea:ding
t his book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- ma~ing all kinds of candy , ice-crcoa.m, sy rups, essences, etc., etc.
No.
84. HOW TO BIDCOl\IE AN AU'l'HOR.-Containing full
t udes every night wi th his wonderful imi tations), can master the
-s.rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regard in g choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
·J reatest book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-.A. valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com·
-rery valuable li ttle book just published. A complete compendium position of man uscript. essential to a successfu l author. By Prince
J)f games, sports, card diversions, com ic recitations, etc., suitable lliland.
l'>lo. as. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-.A. wo11•
~or parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical information in tbs
1awney than any book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-.A. complete and useful little treatment of ordinary di seases and ailments common to eveey
ibook, containing the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, falI)ily. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complamts.
!backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-CoD•
:No. 36. HOW '1'0 SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
~he leading con undrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting nd arranginll
of
stamps and coins. Handsomely illust rated.
•nd witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE .A. DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-.A. complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuabl~
tbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventureci
Auction Pitch, .A.II Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGR.A.PHER.-Contain·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hun't'red interesting puzzles and conur.idrums. with key to same. A ing useful information rega rding the Camera and how to work it :
also
how to make Photographic l\Iagic Lan tern Slides s.ad other
~omplete book. Fully illustrated. By .A. . .A.nderso.n.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W .
Abney.
·
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME .A. WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
CADET.-Containing
full
exp
la
nations
how
to
galc>
ad&ittance,
Il• a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
course of Stu<l.v, Examinations, Duties, Staff r,f .Jfficers, Post
;ill about. There's happin ess in it.
No. 33. HOW 'I'O BEHA VE. -Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police R egu lations, Fire Department, and vll a boy should!
0f good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know t o be a Cadet. Compiled and written by LI'. &enarens, author
oearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No._63. HOW TO BECQME A _N~V.A.L ('.bDET.-Complete in·
!n the drawing-room.
struct1ons of bow to gam adm1ss1on to th'<! Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of ~nstruction, descriptiolll
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE .A.ND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a bo7
-Containing the most popular sele-:tions in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in tbs United States Navy. Com·
Jlialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, &uthor of "How to Become Ill
~ith many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
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PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH . OR 3 F OR 25 CE NTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
A magazine Containing Stotties, Sketehes, ete., of Ulestettn llife..
:13~

32 PAGES.

.A.1'19

C>~:O

SCC>"UT.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

32 PAGES.

EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER.
A.11 of these exciting stories are founded on facts.
Young ·w ild West is a hero with whom the author was
acquainted. His daring deeds and thrilling adventures ha re never been surpassed. They form the base of the
most dashing stories ever published.
Read the follo1ring numbers of this most intere<>ting magazine and be convinced:
I

72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

92

99 Young Wild " ·est"s fcandango: or. Arietta Among the Mexicans.
LATEST ISSUES:
100 Young \Yild West and the Double Deuce; ot-, The Domino Gang of
1
Yonng Wild West"s Game of Chance; ot·. Saved by Arietta.
Denver.
Young Wild 'Yest and "Cayuse Kitty; or, The Queen of the Bron- 101 Yonng Wild West on the Prairie; or, The Trail that had no
cho Rusters.
I
End.
Young Wild 'Yest's Steady lland; or, The Shot that Made n 1102 Young Wild West and " Missouri lllike" ; or. The '\lorst Man in
Million.
Wyoming.
Young Wild West and the Piute Princess; or. The Trail that Led 103 Young "-ild West at the Golden Gate; or, A Business Trip to
to the Lost Land.
'Frisco.
Young Wild West's Cowboy Carnival; or, The Roundup at Roar- 104 Young "'lid West and the Redskin Raiders; or, Ar!etta's Leap
ing ltanch.
for Life.
Young Wild West and the Girl in Green ; or, A Lively Time at Sil- 10;; Young Wild West's Cowboy Circus: or, Fun at the l\Iin.ing Camps.
vcr Plume.
Young Wild West's Long-Range Shot; or, Ar!etta's Ride for Life. 106 Young Wild West at Pike's Peak; or, Arietta's Strange DisapYoung Wild "'est a nd the Stranded Show: 01-, Waking the Prairie
pearance.
J'ilgrims.
107 Young Wild West's Six Shots, and the Change They l\Iade at
Young Wild "-est's Life at Stake: or. The Strategy of Arietta.
Dead l\Ian 's Mark.
Young Wild 'Yest's Prairie Pioneers; or, Fighting the Way to the 108 Young Wild West at the Littl e Big Horn ; or, The Last Stand of
Golden Loop.
the Cavalry.
Young Wild "'est and i\'ernda i\'an; or. The Wild Girl of the
Young Wild West"s Big BlufI; or. Playing a Lone Hand.
Sierras.
110 Young Wild '\lest at Bowie Bend ; or, The Ban of the Bandit
Young Wild West in the Bad Lands: or. H emmed in by Redskins
_ Band. ..
. ,
,
.
.
Young Wild West at N'ugget Flats ; or. Arietta·s Streak of Luck. 111 Young v,_dd " -est.s ~on of ?old: or, The Acctde.nt to ~rietta:
Young Wild ""est" s Grizzly Hunt; or, The Rival Rangers of th e 112 Young "tld " est s Green Corn Dance; or. A Ltvel.v Time with
llockies.
the Pawnees.
Young " "ild West"s Bu ckskin Brigade: or, H elping the Cavalry- 113 Young '\lild West and the Cowboy King; or, Taming a Texas
men.
I
Terror.
Young Wild >;\"est at l\Iagi c Mark : o r, Showing Them bow to Run 114 Young TI'ild West's Pocket of Gold: or, Arietta"s Great Discovery .
the
Camp.
11y"" Id "" ' es t an d ··S h awnee S am "·• or, Th e H a lf-B iee
· d" 8
Young Wild "'est's Du el With Denth: or. Arietta to the Rescue.
" oung ""'.
Youn" Wild "'est"s Cowboy Band ; or. The Tun e they Played in
Treachety.
Deadwood.
116 \oung ":~Id "'.est's Covered _Trail: or, Arietta nnd the ~vaian~h~ .
Young Wild West"s Indian Scout; or. Arietta and the Pawnee 11 7 Young" iJd '\est and the Dia mond Dagger; or, The Mexican Girls
?.!aiden.
Reven~e.
_
.
.
,
,
Youn a 'Yild ""est and the "Sa lted '' 111ine: or The Double Game for 118 ~oung '~ ild " est at Stiver Sh me; or .. A 'I own Rm:1 by 'lender feet.
a "lliillion.
'
119 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sioux; or, Arietta and the Aero·
Youl~~s;''ild ""est"s Ove1·land Route ; or, Th e Masked Band of Death 112 0 Yo~~~:· Wi ld West and the "Puzzle of the Camp"; or, The Girl who

I

1109

03 Youn~ -in1d >;\"est"s Iron Gl"ip: or. Settling the Cowboy Feud.
94 Young 'Yild West"s Last Chance: or. Arietta·s Narrow !"sca pe.
95 Yo~mg ~Yil~ 'Yest and the Gold Grabbers; o r, The 1''ight for tbe
" 1d ow Wild
s Uaun.
96 Young
.'~:est and the Branded Band; or, The Scourge of
Skeleton SI.it.
97 Young Wild West "s Double Dange r; or. The Sign of the Secret
Seven.
98 Young Wild 'Yest and the Renega de Rustlers; or. Saved by tbe
Sorrel Stallion.

121
122
12 3
124
12 5
126
127
128

_Owned .the G~lch.
.
,
Young "1id "est and the Musta ngers. or, 'Ihe Boss of the Broncho
Yo~1':i8Jc{,~i1d West after the Apaches: or, Arietta's Arizona Adventure.
,.... Y~:'s~ n -·11d ""
. 'I' wo M'll
" es t R ou t'mg th e R o bbers,· or, S·avrng
t on D o1Young Wild West at Rattlesnake Hun; or, Arietta 's Deal with Death.
Young 'Vild \Vest's Winning Streak; or, A Straight 'l'rnil to Tombstone.
Young Vi'ild \Vest's Lighting Lariat ; or, Ariettit and the !toad Agents.
Young 'Vild \Vest's Red Hot Ride; or, Pursued by the Comanches.
Young \nld West a nd the Blazed 'l'rai!; or, Arietta as a Scout.-··

"
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